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SCHOOL BOARD 4CCEPTS BUILDING BID
Ike "Bitterly Disappointed" aver
• Voting On Jury Trial Amendment
Strong Statements Come From
White liouse_On_Senate otin
WASHINGTON. Aug. 2 IP —
resident Eisenhower today call-
ed the Senate's vary mai amend-
ment to his civil rights bill
"bitterly disappointing" and a
:threat to the entire federal judi-
cial "system.
In one of the strongest state-
ments to come from the White
Piouse in this administration,
Eisenhower said that rarely in'
.the 4egislative history of the
United States had so many ex-
traneous issues been introduced
in Senate debate in order to
confuse both legislators and the
public"
# The Senate late Thursday night
passed by a vote of 51-42 an
amendment guaranteeing jury
trial in cases of criminal con-
tempt of court, a provision op-
posed flatly by the President
and Senate GOP Leader William
F. KflOWland.
After discussing the Senate
action with his cabinet this morn-
ing, the President said the inter-
position of a jury trial between
a federal judge and his legal
orders would "weaken our whole
Billy Graham Sets
Trap, Gets Caught
NEW YORK —an-- Billy Gra-
ham set a good-natured trap to
obtain extra monetary offerings
ji from his Madison Square Garden
audience Thursday night, then
got caught in the trap himself.
He asked all persons in the
.audience who had checking ac-
counts to raise their hands and
keep hem up. Hands shot up al;
around the huge oval-shaped
Garden.
"Now," Graham grinned, "I
want you ushers to hand all
these people blank checks." The
r ushers did as they were told
and everyone had, a good laugh
as they dutifully filled in the
blank spaces on their checks:
While Graham smiled his ap-
proval, an enterprising usher
walked right up to the rostrum
and handed the evangelist a
check. And while evFrybody had
another _good laugh, Graham
signed (in the dotted line, too.
A
WEATHER
REPORT
Southwest . Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
chance of scattered thundershow-
ers today, tonight and Saturday.
Pliigh today in the mid 90s. Low
bright in lower to mid 70s,
cxcept near 70 in solitheast.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 70. Louisville 72. Pa-
ducah 74, Bowling Green 71,
Lexington 70, London 68 and
Hopkinsville 76.
Evansville, Ind., 73.
. College Weather Ob a tion
"'Time: 8:15 a.m.
Highest Temperature: 94
Lowest Temperature: 72
Temperature at 815: 82
Relative Humidity: 84%
barometric Pressure: 29.47
wind, southeast at 3 mph
rivE DAY FORECAST
Kentucky - - Temperatures for
(Illthe five-day period, Saturday
through Wednesday. will average
from three to six degrees above
the Kentucky normal of 67. Con-
tinued warm and humid through
period with - little day to day
change. Rainfall will average
from one fourth to. one half
Inch. Scattered showers through-,
out the pert . •
judicial system and particularly
the prestige of the federal judi-
ciary."
"Tn this case it will also make
largely ineffective the basic pur-
pose of the bill — that of pro-
tecting promptly and effectively
every American in his right to
vote," he said.
House Republican leaders said
Senate amendments probably
have killed the chances for en-
actment of any civil rights law
this year.
Subpena Power issue Left
The only relatively important
disputed issue remaining con-
cerned the subpena powers of
a proposed bipartisan commission
on civil rights. Administration
forces heve agreed to three con-
cessions on the commission sec.
tion of the bill.
A coalition of 39 Democrats
and 12 Republicans supported
the jury trial amendment—the
Republicans breaking with Eisen-
howr who came out, strongly
against the amendment Wednes-
day. Opposing it were 33 Repub-
icans and 9 Democrats.
The amendment to the voting
rights section of the bill would
provide for jury trials in crim-
inal contempt cases where the
purpose of a judge was to punish
a defendant, such as a registrar
of voters, for difobeying an in-
juction to register a Negro as
a voter.
. Judge Can Jail
But a federal judge could jail
a register,. without a jury trial,
for as long as he failed to comtay
with the injuction.
In an effort to win votes for
the amendment - apparenly suc-
cessfully - its supporters Wednes-
day accepted a revision that
would. guarantee Negroes the
right to serve on federal juries
regardless of state laws which
now in effect keert:-Negroes off
many federal. juries in the South.
In its Orient form the bill
would 1 .create a bipartisan com-
mission on civil rights, 2 provide
for a new assistant attorney gen-
eral to hadle civil rights cases.
-3 repeal a Reconstruction Period
law empowering the President
to use troops• to enforce Negro
rights and 4 authnize the at-
torney general to seek. injucions
to sifeguard .voting rights of
Negros, with jury trials for
criminal violations of _such in-
juctions
Ailing Senators Appear
The second crucial vote- came
dramatically shortly after 'mid-
night on the 21st day Of the
Senate's historic debate on the
rights bill. Both sides mustered
their full strength.
i• An Air Force plane was flown
to Maine- to whiz back Sen.
Frederick G. Payne R-Maine who
apposed the amendment. Sen.
Thomas C. Hennings D - Mo.
came back on the ,Senate floor
the the first time in a month
following an operation. Both
voted against the amendment.
Senate Democrats supporting
the rights _bill joined Vice Presi-
dent Richard M. Nixon in de-
crying adoption of the amend-
ment.
Nixon called it "one of the
saddest days in the history of the
Senate." He said it was "a vete
against the right to vote."
Sen. Richard B. Russell D-Ga.,
leader of the Senate opposition
blot, hailed the vote as a "vic-
tory for consttutional govern-
ment and the rights of American
people everywhere."
MELUGIN ON TV
Dale Melugin, formerly of Mur-
ray, may he seen tonight on
Channel 6 TV at 9:30 *hen pic-
tures of the Paducah at Club
will be shown. Melugini is com-
modore Of the club. \
moon, take pictures of both the on the sun. The
 sun's tempera-
bright side and the dark side and lure is about 
11,000 degrees
return to earth. This development Fahrenheit, he sa
id, and the spots
will take place within 25 years, are about 4.000
 degrees cooler,
he said. which rea
ch the earth a distance
The third stage would he to He told the club
 that particles
send animals on such 'a flight, are emited from
 these sun spots
and the fourth stage would be to which reach he 
earth, a distance
send manned rockets. This will of 93 millio
n' miles, within 24
take, place within 35 to 40 years, hours. These part
icles have great
he said. called the ionosp
her. This limos-
The fifth stage will be explora-
tion of the neatest planets uch
as Mars. ' '
Dr. 'Seyfert started • his alk
•
Will Keep Trying
ONE DAY AFTER his fourth
hid for freedom had been turn-
ed down. by Illinois' Governor
lte., faces microphones and araison, Nathan 7. LeoPoidt,
large gathering of newsmen in
the chapel at Stateville Peni-
tentiary at Jol ie t to thank
humbly those who had worked
for his release. He told the
news conference he would keep
trying "until my dying breath,
to earn a parole."
(International Soundphoto)
Transformer Explodes
With Several Hurt
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 2 11/4 —
A transformer exploded in the
first car of a Broad Street sub-
way train today and scores ,of
panic-stricken passengers were
injured as they plunged through
wffidows of the darkened cars.
A small fire broke out in the
motor and transformer insulation.
filling the Broad and Etie station
in North Philadelphia with depse
smoke.
A United Press reporter said
the platform and street above
ground w ere splattered with
blood as passengers fled to safety.
Temple University Hospital said
it treated at least 20 persons;
a spokesman at Einstein Medi-
cal center said between 30 and
40 persons were being treated
there; and 14 persons were given
first aid at Women's Medical
College Hospital.
All the injured suffered lacera-
(Continued on Page Four)
Actress Loses Baby
But Condition Good -
YORK_ --aft— Actress
lYn Monroe suffered_a mis-
carriage today and lost her baby
pearly eight months ̀ before fts
expected birth.
The 31-year-old actress, who is
childless. was rushed 100 miles to
Doctors Hospital here Thursday
-because of the threatened mis-
carriage. A hospital spokesman
said Miss Monroe underwent sur-
gery late Thursday night.
The spokesman said the film
star was in great pain during the
operation, but was in satisfactory
condition. She was given a blood
transfusion during the- surgery,
the spokesman said:
On her admittance to the hos-
,pital Thursday afternoon, Miss
•Monroe's doctor said she was'
*live or six weeks pregnant" and
that her baby was expected
"around the end of March."
With her playwright - husband
,Arthiir Miller at her, side, the
corvaceuus screen star was
..wheeled into the hospital on
a stretcher.
The blonde film beauty was
'expected to be able to leasie the
hospital in a fw days, a '11ffal
spokesman said today.
In Hollywood Thursday. a four-
pound boy was born prematurely
to singer Rosemary Chainey. the
wife of actor-director Jose Fer-
rer. Both mother and baby were
reported in good condition.
Miller, who accompanied his
wife on the ambulance trip from
their summer home at Amgansett
on Long Island. yomediajely
checked into the hospital's hotel
section. He said he would remain
at the hospital throughout his
wife's stay. The playwright.
patiently nervous as his wife was
brought into the hospital, said he
could no recall any incident that
may have induced the threatened
miscarriage.
TO GO ON VISIT,
W. B. Moser has completed
the summer as critic teacher at
the Murray Training School ond
will spent several days with
his son and family Sgt. and Mrs.
Robert Moser at Elizabethtown;
Kentucky...,
Mr. Moser will enjoy spending
a few days with his first grand-
son, William Bryan Aimee a
seri born to` Sgt. and airs. Moser
on -Auly 26.
On Mend After Rare Surgery
SIRS. LORETTA KORUS, 29, get an "alls-Welr gesture from
an intern at Chicago's Illinois Research Hospital where a team
of semen heart specialists three days before had exposed her
*heart for 32 minutes a closed a silver dollar-sized cavity be-
• tween the chambers. The new technique, 'employing a heart-
lung wiachine which duplicates functions of the organs permit-
ted the long exposure required and doctors hope soon to extend
such surgery time to a full hour. (International Soundpheito)
Misuse Of Highway
Dept. Equipment,
Etc., To Be Checked
FRANKFORT. Aug. 2 rin —
State Highway Commissioner Ro-
bert Humphreys Thursday asked
Metcalfe County Commonwealth's
Attorney Richard Garnett to call
the county grand jury's atten-
tion to reported misuse of high-
way department equipment, ma-
terials and personnel.
Humphreys, in a letter to
Garnett, stated: "It appears that
during this administration and
previous administrations some
abuses have occurred."
A recent investigation in Met-
calfe County produced evidence
that private roads and driveways
were paved with ittne-owned
material and machinery prior to
the May primary election.
Humphreys said earlier this
week that less than one mile
of road was paved with bank
gravel that did not cost the state
any money.
Earlier reports of the investiga-
tion were that 29 roads and
driveways totaling 15 to 20 miles
were involved.
-Humphreys e suspended Orean
Wilson, Metcalfe County main-
tenance foreman, for 30 days
without pay in a punitive action
arising from the misuse of road
materials and labor.
Still Subject To Approval
Council However _
eThe bid of Jimmy Bucy for
construction of a • new school
building on South Ninth street
was accepted last night by the
City School Board. Bucy had
urned in the low bid of $94,500
at a meeting on July 25.
-Eger bids were turned in to
the City School Board at that
time and a combined session of
the school board and the City
Council was held. •
R. 13.. Routon of Paris. Ten-
nessee hat) a bid of $97,760 and
the Calloway County Lumber
Company had a bid of $99.869.
The highest bid was that of
Rickmari add Coope.g. • It was
8101,819.
The bids were discussed in
the July 25 meeting, but the
final acceptance or rejection was
reserved until a later date. The
council and school board had T oPrinceton
fifteen days in which to make
a decision.
tSincee city council meets
tonight, it was decided by' the
school board to meet on Thurs-
de, of this week to make a
decision.
It is expected that the city
council will approve the hid
in -their meeting tonight.
The school board was hoping
for a bid of approximately $130,-
000' but none of the bids were
near this figure. The board con-
sidered that the bids were all
fair, since they .were within
$6,000 of each. either. '
The new bullding will face
South Ninth sheet and will be
used by the band and the manuel
arts department.
The band will use The upper
floor.
A large open .area and two
class rooms be available .on
(Continued on Page Three).
Murray Bows
tr. H. Franklin Paschall To
Be Evangelist At Hazel Church
Dr. H. Franklin -Paschall..
Th public has been invied to
hear Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall
who will be the evangelist during
a revival at the Hazel Bapti
st
Church August 4-11. Dr. Frank-
lin is called one of America's
foremost Bible teachers preacher
and expositors. -
Dr. Paschall, was born in Atizel
Ky.. May 22. 1922, and early
in life .moved to Puryear,. Tenn.
His 'tatty education began in a
ed upon him while in the Sem-
inary.
He was converted at the age of
14 years ,at the Oak Grove Bap-
tist church, and following his
conversion experience, came the
call to the ministry-He, has held
.any pastorates, including the
Church of Hazel for 10' years.•
From thence he patored the
First Baptist church of Bowling
Green Ky., where God crowned,
his efforts with great success.
Then in the year -of 1955 he was
called as pastor of the First
Baptist church Nashville, Tenn.
, Rev M. M. Hampton. pastor of
the church, and the congregation
invite the public to hear Dr.
Paschall. Services will be held
at 10:30 a.m. and 7:45 p.m Murray
one room school house and from
thence completed high school at
Puryear. Tenn. He than entered
Union University of Jackson,
Term., and here received the
"Strickland Medal" in recogni-
tion of excellence in oratory, and
many other honors came to him
while a student in college also.
Dr. Paschall then entered the 
Princeton
Southern, Baptist Theological -
.
Seminary. Louisville, K.., and ' Wil
son 2b •
finished there with his Th.D. in 
Joiner if  
1951. Many honors were shower'- 
McAlstr cf
Dunn rf  .3 I
Boyd rf 0 '0
Settle p 30
McKinflb 3 0
Cnghm lb 2 1
•Jinies c 2 1
1Siglet as '2 0'
,  24  4 
Murray
Last Night
Princeton .League All-
Stars defeated Murray last night
by a :score of 4-1. Princeton
got 7 hits while, jg ,urray was
collecting 4' Danner.
Kurlick and. Rowland
each had one bit for Murray.
mcAltistet omit a circuit blow tot
Princeton. •••••••••
The winning pitcher was Settle
and John Hutson suffered the
loss for Menray.
Princeton put two men across
in the third and two in the
sixth to mark up the victory.
Wilson of Princeton hit a two-
run double in the third and
McAllister homered in the sixth
to add to the Murray misery.
AB R II
3 0 1
' 3 0 0
3 1 1
1
0
2
1
7
AB R H
Howe 2b 2 0 0
Gibbs 2b 1 0 '0
Blktrrn ss 2 0 0
D. Danner 3b ' 3 0 0
Hendon cf 3 0 0
Hutson p 2 0 0
R. Danner If 2 1 1
Miller c 2 0 1
Kerlick lb 2 0 1
Jones rf 1 0 0
Roseland rf  1 0"
Totals 21 1 3
Princeton 002 002-4
000 010-1
arilAfill Cra Land Ro
A rocket will be constructed
within the next ten years, which
can be crash landed on the moo
n,
Dr. Carl Seyfert, Vanderbilt Un-
iversity professor told the Murray
Rotary Club • yesterday.
Dr. Seyfert, an astronomer of
note spoke before the club yes-
terday using as his subject "The
Artificial Satellite program, and
the international Geo-Physical.
Year".
. He told the club that the
rocket program, at he saw it.
wps a five ttage project. The
first itage, he said would in-
volve crash landing a rocket on
the moon. The second stage would
be': for a rocket to circle the
,
reflective area around the earth
called theionosphere. Thia-lonos-' at a speed of 18,0
00 miles per
phere is highlY Important', he hour. The satellite 
Itself weighs
said, because It is -against this &knit 8 Round
s Old measures
• . • •
about twenty-two and one-half
inches across.
It will circle the earth in nini
,
minutes. he said.
The gravitational pull plus the
speed of the satellite will keep
it within its orbit, he said. It
will stay UP for several months
before the gravitational pull will
bring it into the 4friteth's atmos-
phere. When it noes' "reach this
atmosphere ,he said, it will burn
up with friction like a meteor. . 
Dr. Seyfert said that the satel-
lite will be packed with insou-
'merits, whiter will give informa-
tion on the meteers, in the outer
Space, intensity of cosmic rays
(which are censidered deadly)
and ultra violet rays)"
with an explansrion of the-Geo-
Physical year. They are normeljy
held each fifty years, he said.
but' with big advances in instru-
ments, it was felt that One should
be held his year.
July began the year which
will actually last for 18 months,
because it *was known ..It) be a
time of great upheaval on the
sun. '
"reflector" that radio waves
bounce. 'During` a sunspot, the
radio waves got right on through,
thus fouling up communication.
The expected results of the
Geo-physical year are to get
btter long rang weather forecasts,
in get better' short range fore-
casts, to' get more „information an
the upper atmosphere, to stimu-
late young people in the study of
• Forty six nations will hartic- 
science, and to .make a wide
ipate in the year 'with 5.000 
study of the earth's interior,
scientists taking part. About oge- 
its crust, poles, and oceans.
qbarter billion " dollars will be A st
udy will be made of deep
spent during the 18 monthr ocean 
currents, climate, gia-
pertod. ciors, cosm
ic rays, tornadoes, and'
Dr. Seyfert explained that 
other weather phenomena.
sunspots are actually _cool spots 
'In explaining the satellite pro-
gram, Dr. Seyfer told the club
that about-11 three stage rodkets
seci...Itie first stage will 
The satellite may be seen with
will be u a tlescope at dawn and at twi-
send the complete rocket to about light he said. Dr. Seyfert was in-
forty miles in two minutes. The troduced by Dr. Ralph Woods.
second stage will boost the rocket. Visiting Rotarians were 011ie
to 130 miles. It .will then pro-
ceed to about 300 Paris, Tennessee,
'of 
the 
A 
Bill Balch-of 
dams of Hollywood. Florida,
earth att speed a d 11,000 miles Dr. Omar carmichael of Louisville,pe  ho 
i 
Ed Irkson of Mo. Larry Moore
When' the rocket reaches its of California was 
a guest of
extremity, it will be traveling Ray Kern, and B
ill Mabry was a
guest of Dr. Hugh McElrath. -
Bernard Harvey wag welcomed
as a new 'Rotarian.
\'
In Ten Years
Bass Hitting
Again At Lake
FRANKFORT, .Aug.
_Bass were reported hitting again
today at Kentucky Lake but
crappie and bluegill remained
the top attractions, in the state's
other major lakes. •
Fishermen reported fair catches
of black bass by .casting and
fly fishing' in_the early morning
at Kentucky Lake. Some wilite
base- also,. are reported hitting
In the jumps.
Crappie catches were best at
Cumberland Lake although .mpst
of them are reported ,as small.
Some bass are being taken by
trolling and catty morning cast-
ing.
Bluegill still are the beat bet
at Dale Hollow and most are
being -taken- on flies in the inlets
and bays."'
Catfish are reported biting at
night at Herrington Lake on
trotlines. Some bluegill and crap-
pie also are being caught around
the deep banks.
Bluegill. crappie and bass rate
In that order at Dewey Lake
this week.
21?
Local Students To
Receive UK Degrees
•
About 4ini students (will re-
ceive) degrees at the University
of Kentucky's Summer School
eummencernent program (to be
held) tonight August 2. at Mem-
orial' Coliseum in Lexington.
Dr. Serie T. Hawkins, president
of the State Teachers College at
Towson. Md., will deliver the
commencement addrese. K .
President Frank G. Dickey will,
preside and the charge) to the •
graduates will be' given by Ete%„,
Leo M. Elton, dean of'admissioria
and registrar at the University
reported that _this 'year's• class
includes graduates from 67 'ot
Kentucky's 128. counties. 18 other
states, the District of Coltrinbia,
and five foreign countries. '
Among the degrees will be 11
doctorates and 179 Masters and
professional degrees. Dean Elton
added.,
CALLQ,WAY Rudy • Holland,
Charles ,Lamb and Frank Pool,
all of )4 URRAT; and. Robert
'Pickard,'.. LYNN GROVE.
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concentrating on Mantle, the Sox 
Suspension.
• United Press Sports Writer are only two games back ol
NEW YORK ith — Fearless the -Yanks on the season series. 0 
•
11 you have any doubts butt Water Skiers Meet
hat Mickey Mantle is the lead One of the. -tougheSt tourna-
sparkplug of the New York
Yankees. take the word- of Chi-
cago manager Al Lopez — he is.
-Stop Mantle and you stop
the Yankees." Al says emphal
ly, **particularly in view the
fact that Yogi Berra isn't having
;an exceptionally good year."
The White Sox en masse hold
that wheiessittopping 
Out completely halt the Yankee
juggernaut. it puts a dent in
• 'hose New York wheels. And,
t Kid Gavilan
Demands Fight
MIAMI BEACH 1P — Former
ENIED welterweight champion Kid Gavi-
- - Ian. with his old cocksureness,
demanded a title fight with Car-remember the .brutal murder of
Then' Bantu) today while even
3 years ago in C-hicalgo, denial of, ._rrisoner.in ant ths victim in Wednesday roght's
thy •Nii
Sports Parade Coach Gets
By OSCAR FRALEY
1.10-ruilMer, -Gasper Ortega. ad-
enitentiary, may sotiod-r-ather harsh. knitted he wa.s soundly tro, nced.
opold has not only been a model prisoner.Tie- "That Gavilan looked like ho
has,-triade a valuable contribution to MI country in time . did when he was champion. H.
war by making himself a -guinea pig" to test a cure fought a really great light." said
for nralaria that equals quinine. . . Api Rodriguez, trainer of Mexican
- It will be recalled the greatest criminal lawyer' of Ortega, 
who. claims to speak
his no. English. -sure, he won and
his timei C-larerwri Dan'ovv. defended Leopold" and , we .were beaten good."
'associate; Richard Loeb who was killed in a prison riot
• some years iwn. and saved.them-sfrom the.eiectrie chair. 
From Gavilan, who said he
"felt lust fine — I could go
. Even Darrow made no attempt "To have his clients -another 10 rounds right now."
liberated. In his address to the jury he described the slay-...
-ing of: Bobby. Franks as a pre-meditated. cold-blooded
came a chorus of• challenges to
1 o to fight the Keed or
murder, but he begged. the jury' to spare .the lives of the 'hang up the gloves." -
- defendants arid imprison•ther. Basilic, is scheduled to fight
• -Precautions were taken to see .that neither of the middleweight , champion ' Sugar
accused would ever be pardoned, hence their .sentences Ray Robinson ' late- this month.
were fixed at 99 years instead . of life. During World As the champion: Gavilan de-
-Wag. Two the pardon.-board. rceduced Leopold's sentence cisione
d Basilic) in- 1953 and
to 05 years because orthe service he had'rendered in de- clir"d 
Wednesday night he
veloping a malaria cute. _ 
"cuuld . do It iigain sa*-tsme."
- Tkie decision over Ortega. be-
Now- in his fifties the-prisernerjr-strffering from a fore a capacity crowd -at the.
heart condition and diabetes and physicians do not be-
ments of the year will be staged
at Sao Diego Aug. 23-25 when
da,res-devil water skiers compete
the 15th annual national cham-
pionships.
They'll shoot -for the record
To those who can
little Bobby Fran
clemency' to
Illinois mat
For
CHICAGO - Indiana (dot-
ball coach Phil Dickens was
suspended by the Big Ten -for
one year today for offering illegal. 
paymentsto prospective athletes.
It was the most severe penalty
set by Al Rosenberg in 1955. upon an 'individual in conference
when he leaped '125 feet off the history.
six-foot ramp- at 35 miles per The suspension meant that
_They __might_breax _ the Dickens will. not be- -able- to-
mark, too, with a new crack- participate in coaching the Boos-
ters for _ the 1957 season and
unless the university successfully
for his reinstatement next
December, he also will miss the
1958 spring practice and re-
cruiting.
The penalty was imposed by
the conference faculty represen-
tatives at a special meeting at
whfch -President Herman B. Wells
of .Indiana accepted the decision
and expressed. his confidence _in
Dickens.
It was the first penalty imposed
Merence under Its new -
role, adopted Feb. 22, basing
all aid' upon need with a stipula-
tion that no athlete ,may receive
the-whip techniques which senus
them up the ramp at an angle
at speds up. to 50 miles an hour.
Anyone fur tennis?
Basketball men don't think
migeh-of the Probasketbill- eitaike
of 5-foot, 9-inch Chet Forte,
the Columbia All-American who
has signed with the Cincinnati
Royals: Height is just too im-
portant.
Newsmen "Favoring" Williams
This may Ise the reason why
Boston scribes keep "on" Ted
Williams. The Roston- -Red
slugger admits that "I seem to
do better at the .plate when l'n,1
mad because it seems to shame'
lieve he has long to live. The Governor. however, -has re- 
Miami Beach Auditorium and z RICHMOND. Calit — Roger
national television audienee, wa i HAscher. 180/ Oakland, Calif., Bernie CrimMins. He -previousl
y
meted his appeal for clemency and he will not be eligi- a triumphant end to a - losine outpointed -Ruben Vargas, 191, coached at Wyoming- 
and brought
ble for parole until 19411S. , -jinx" which began after Gavilan Richarnond, (12). hiss 
staff of assistants with him.
While Leop4rild's appeal was on the Governor'o desk. -  ':-,j, ha' 
India:At The suspension puts,,,,t his title in a much disputed
the bodies of two little boys were found iti k park at ton in , 
LOS ANGELES --- 'inward hoo, on the sideltnees. berre hefight with Johnny Sax
Brockton. Mass., and a sex -maniac who ,had been re- 
188. Rent. Nees outpointed has ,coached his; first sir Ten1954. Since then. the blexopUnch- 'King.
leased fr(thn a reform school after serving six years for 
mg Cyban has won only six of ; Bob Albright--218. San Fernando, game'.
20 bouts. .- - 'Calif. (10). There 'was "nor immediate indi-
a similar attack. contested to the crime. ;•.' cation from Wells whether Ind-
Those responsible for turning the criminal out say  iana would hire an interim coach
there was nothing elie they could"do. In the case of the t o the period of suspension,
aging, Leopold there was something Governor Stratton
of Illinois could do-, even after the pardon board had
glistered at the Poet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as ,
Secoad Class Matter
BSCR1vr10141 RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week Me, per
Mosch Inc.in C.....Loway and iid4o-a-r.g counties, per year $3-50; esse
$5.50.
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY •
TWas lifraid and went and kid thy-fates-I
in the earth. Matt.25:25.
Too Laity hide Gisi's giVen talent. WI should •oses'
invest our lives in service and sacrifice and lo
CLEMENC
Stan The Mali Passes Ty Cobb In Extra Base
Hits; Only Two Baseball Greats Are .ib.ead
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer -
-Stan Musial passed Ty Cobb today and the St. Louis Cardinals
entered intO the Spirit of the occasion by passing Milwaukee to
take over the National- League lead. ' - •
All this passing was accomplished when the' Cardinals defeated
the Giants, 8-0, 1 hursday night to take .ovor first place by two
percentage over the idle Braves.
The 36-year-old Musial supplied most of .the impeus with
a perfect night at the plate that included a pair of two-run homers
and two singles.
Stan the Man passed Cobb with his second homer of the game
in the sixth inning. 'the blow, his 24th circuit of -the season, was
-the 1,140th extra base hit of his career and put him in third place
-ehead-of - the -Georgia Peach - in that department. Only Babe Ruth,
With 1,356 extra base lIttio-'111u1 Lou Gehrig, With 1,190; are ahead
of hlusial.
my reflexes." Ss they're doing More than the most of education
him a favor. . at the institution he attends.
• -Lionel Hebert, the new -PGA Likewise, it was' -the first time
champion, entered his first tour- a fOottsall coach liv beon penaliz-
natnent at the age of nine. It- ed, and, the second penalty in
was a caddy tournament and history Upon a coach. .
the first prize. winch, he won , Dickens woo _penalized for of-
by chipping in from off the tering prosb,ects room, . board,
green. was '— two bottles of
whiskey. 
books, tuition; fees and a sum
01 money each month. Regulations
He never won another totirnao permit aid only on the basis
ment until he took .the PGA ot computed need, with students
craws'. last week — 20 years contributing to their own support
after his first tournament to- to the extent of their family
umph. finances, and in no event more
than -tioard, room, hooks, ,tuition
Fight itesults
and fees.
. said. Dickens will be
,
suspended effective Aug. 5.
By United ̀ Pseas Dictens 'Came. to Indiana only
this fear as the successor to
but Dickens indicated no such
coach would be added.
recommended him .for clemencY in violation of the advice
of his own lawyer, the late Clarence Darrow, and he 
NOT IN THE SCRIPT
HOLLYWOOD C — Accident
MAJOR LEAGUE
had the courage to do-it. BASEBALL SCORE MD
T4, admit there is nothing that can be done about
sex maniacs is t;, compr`ontrk•- on the ability of society to
protect itsself under our demacratic form of government.
If we are too far advanced to exact the death penalty
for atrocious crimes against children it is high time
that we seek other means to punish the guilty, or make
them more normal human beings through means of sur-
gery or mental Treatment.
- Will get us nol(here to-:buildup public sympathy
foi dangerous t.r,minals. .even though their behavior is
above criticism. Arid when one begs for a prison seri,
tence in lieu of death he should be compelled to serve it.
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledges & Times File
investigation'otfirers tiobert Par-
a _
• dini and' ,Robert Spottsglid be-
By UNIT 10 PRESS
' CKansasleIanCd 
City
yt 
aNtewBa yltiomgre,. night Bees that a policeman's work
is. never done. They .were re-
1 National League turning to police 
headquarters
Chicago at Boston,
. after actirig-IH-yehnicaT advfi
sors
,
59 40 .59i 
for iocation shots in San FranciscoW L Pet. GB '
Milwaukee • 60 41 .51I4 -lions Glad-' T for 
CBS-TV's -Lineup" vsben they
a man trying to climb over
- St Louis
Brooklyn 58 42 .580 1'7
C.• T. Lear, Miami, Oklik..• has recently jo:nel'i the
Ohio Gas Company and will • be the manaiYer of ..their
store in Murray. Lear has purchased a Fume one mile
-south of Murray on the Hazel Highway,
The Rebeda Tarry Chapter of the YWA of the First
Christian. Church -met with Mrs. O. C. Well. Thursday
at 7:3“ at- her 'home -rwn South Fifth Stleet.
- J. M. ThornaS, publisher of the Model Star and resi-
dent of the Hazel community. said .today that he lio,s;
a chicken Monday when lightning struck.in-his chicken
- Murray firerro.n extinguisrird a small fire this morn-
ing in the baseh••-• of the Belk-Settle Department Store
YOUTH FESTIVAL IN MOSCOW
WITH THE HULLAIIALOQ,you' fright expect, tO S. delegates.to the
IVorld Youth festival arrive insttoscowt Ti. a is Moscow railroad
station. More Mad' Lai/ (4'as :0,4(.13 atten.log are horn Russia
tuad,sateuites. (jaterautemal liousuipliotp4A •
4. A
• —
Philadelphia 56 45 .554 4 'take Over 
a fence. They stopped him, and
mitted 8 grocery store holdup.
he admitted he had just corn-Cincinnati - 56 •44 .560 3 s 0-"" 
•
43 58 .426 17; New York
33 66 .333 
 •Pittsburgh 36 65, .356 23
01)111.  Rote
Yesterday's Results
Brooklyn 12 Chicago 3
Ciptinnati .4 Philadelphia 3. night
St. -Louis 8 New York Or night
(Only games scheduled.) man in a six-player trick' rogoti-
sled with- the Green-Hay Pack-
.The. Lions, who finished : econd
in the Western Division .1 the
I National- Football Leagie last
Today's • Games
Pitisburdh a' Chicago
New York at Cincinnati, night
ilirookltifft at Milwaukee, ought s
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
Tomorrow's Games
New York 'at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Brook's n Mlioaukise
Philadelphia at St. _Louis .
American League
- • W L
_Nest: York . 65. 34
Maestro 4.61;4.38
• Boston 54 46
Cleveland 5u 49
Det riot 50 49
Baltimore 46 53
Kansas CO. 36 .63
, Washington . 36 66
Pet. 'GB
.657
616
.540
.505
.505
.465
364
:353
4
11,2
15.
15
19
19
39'2
Yesterday's Results
Wa-hington 5 Chat's() 4
moron 7 Boston 5.
(Only game!: -scheduled.)
Today's Gamea.
Kansas City at Baltimore,. 2 twi•
night
-Detroit at Washinghin.• night '
-Cleveland •to New York, night
Chicaste at Wotan, night
toiThirr w's Califs
btitrvit Wilz11114111.
DETROIT ir — Coach !toddy
today he was -happy" t.. have 
man, • halfback Val Joe Walker,Parker of the Detroit Lento said
' quarterback Tobin Rote. Oyer:key trade
d halfback Don Mollhenney,
from these Packers: the Lions_
tackle Oliver Spencer, guard Jim
Salsbury- and tackle Norm Mast-
ers.
The deal was not fiCially
announced but leaked out pre-
' 
a '1).-3_ record, have 
maturely when the Lions notified
itwri signaj rakers under. tow, 
Rote's
-farnifY are Texas'
Bobby Layne and Jerry Ks chow.
But Layne. a long-timesoceran.,
 has • been- _plagued - with a sore 
'-right shoulder for about three
years and is nearing the ced of
his playing career. Reich.-w, •
graduate of !iota. was a rookie
last year and saw- only ;united
service.
!note was the league's top
colarterbiick• lit season iost ,has
restiiineassoansaissair•••••••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••
i DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division
41W
Sam Jones limited the Giants to six hits :it raillettiMilliN
ninth sictory. It was the Cards' sixth straight win.
- -
Fpotball Is
Making Good
Case For Sell
pulverized the LItins on occasion.
He led,the league comple-
Iii.ns, yardage and attempted
passes. • • .
To obtain Rote arid a second
By TOM NELSON
United Press Sports writer
WASHINGTON ilfi — Chairman
Emanuel 'Celler of a House anti-
trust subcommittee saoti today
professional football is making
a very effective caie. for some
exemption for anti-trust laws.
The New York Democrat -told
a reporter witnesses who testi-
fied for pro football the past
two days have presented a better
case than did organized baseball
in three weks of earlier hearings
by the Celler subcommittee. •
Cellar said football's witnesses,
led by National Football League
Commissioner Bert Bell, have
been more frank and candid
than those wile) testified for
baseball.
,-Baseball took a holier-than-
thouattitude and said 'You • can't
touch us,' " Celler said.
He said he can't comment on
what type of sports legislation
he _eventually will favor until
all the testimony -has been heard.
But he said at least the busi-
ness aspects of professional team
sports must be regulated under
anti-trust laws.
Bell and other pro football
witnesses appeared this week to
appeal for legislation exempting
essential features of their game
from anti-trust regulation. The
foothill hearings will resume
next Wednesday. •
Five football stars Thursday
defended the draft system used,
by pro ball to divide the pool
of new talent graduating from
the nation's colleges each year.
- George Connor, former lineman
for Nutre*Dame and the Chicago
Bears and now a Bear coach.
said the system is necessary to
equalize the teams. The teams
ranking lowest in the standings
get first choice in the draft.
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
liktg EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station w141311
• also -
WO"( -TV - CHANNEL
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P. M.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Comer at 4th & Main Phone) 433
Senators Edge Chisox
In the only other National
League games scheduled, Cin-
cinnati nipped Philadelphia, 4-3,
;.ind Brooklyn mauled Chicago,
12-3. Detroit defeated Boston,
7-5, and Washington beat the
White "Sox, -5-4, in the only .two
American League games schedul-
ed .
, ••••••••••••
Velvet smooth complex ,on' ",,ep sfinnickng
•.4 Sunburst m.lk!
me•#•••• o•esereeemmieee••••••••••
The Red legs beat-the-
with a thiee-run rally- in the
eighth inning. Until the eighth,
southpaw Curt Simmons had a
3-1 lead, built with the help
of homers by Stan Lopata and
Rip Repulski. Johiry Klippstein
was the winner in relief of
Brooks Lawretree.
Gil Hodges of the Dodgers
set a National League record
with the 13th grand slam homer
of his career as Brookly n rapped
out 18 hits and took advantage
of six Cub errors. Hodges' grand
slam wallop off Dick Littlefield
enabled him to pass Rogers
Hornsby and Ralph Kuser, who
held the previous record of 12
grand slam home runs.
Sandy Kuufax checked the
Cubs on four hits while striking
out II. Ernie Banks' three-run
hointr in the fourth accounted
for all Chicago's runs.
Rally Falls Short
The Tigers had to call on
Frank Lary to stem a four-run,
ninth-inning rally *hex Frank
Malzune belted a three-run hom-
er off Duke Maas. Harry Byrd
relieved Maas and yielded two
more singles but then Lary took
over and gut Norm Zauchin to
hit into a double play, after
which he struck out Ttal Lepel°
for the final out.
Boston starter Mike Fornieles
Was the loser.
The Senators spotted the White
Sox an early four-run lead and
then came back to win at the
e:spense of rookie Bill Fischer.•
Larry Doby put the Whitt Sox
ahead with a -grand slam homer
in the fourth inning but Wash-
ington tied the se-ore on Pooh
Sievers' 28th homer with one
on in the sixth. Sievers' homer
finished Jack Hershman arid
brought in Fischer, who gave up
the deciding run on a double
by Art Schutt, a sacrifice and
Milt Bulling's single.
Southpaw Chuck Stubbs was
ciedited with his fifth victory,
holding the White Sox to four
hits if eight inllingO before yield-
ing to Tru Clevenger, who gaye.
up another hit in the-ninth. The
loss dropped the second-place
White Sox four games behind
the pace-setting Yankees.
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Extra Base
Are Ahead.
passe of rookie B111 Tischer.-
try Doby put the Whlys Sox
ead with a -grand slam homer
the fourth inning but Wash-
ton hed the score on
ever? 28th homer with one
i in the sixth. Sievers' homer
iished Jack Hershman a n d
ought in Fischer, who gave up
e deciding run on a double
r Art Schult, a sacrifice and
ut Bulling's single.
Southpaw Chuck Stobbs was
.edited with his fifth victory,
Ading the White Sox to four
Is ip eight int-tinge' before- yield-.
ig to Tru Clevenger, who gaye.
p another hit in the- ninth. The
'as dropped the second-place _...
/bite Sox four games behind
le pace-setting Yankees.
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FOR SALE I.
a peaches at Tr-I-City. You
k 'em for only $1.75 bushel,
eady picked $2.50. Bring
ntainers. Ladders furnished.
it hit t Orchard. A5C
/ have several good washing
(Machines priced for a quick
sale. See M. G. Richardson,
407 South 8th St., or Phone
74. A5C
Dining Room suite, eight piece,
hand made needle point chairs.
Phone 8 or 674. A4P
Or registered Guernsey cow
a-Ad one 16' month old heifer.
Thomas Ernestberger, Murray
Route Five. A8C
LINOLEUM RUG 12x12, used
two months-Bargain. See or
Call Joe Pat Thornton, Ledger
& Times. Phone 55 A2NC
COAL, 'FURNACE, complete with
stoker and heat control. Cheap.
_fell .724 or. 10874. A3NC
One of the nicest three bedroom
brick homes in -14irray; nice
atone-firepiare, large--ttvtrtg
room with a $900 wall to wall
rug. Nice kitchen, plenty of
built-ins, utility -and garage
attached. Nice lot, good loca-
tion. A bargain. Owner leaving
town.
Nice two bedroom 'home, garage
'attached on large corner let.
Near grade school, loan trans-
ferrable. Must sell within.leo
days.-- -- - -
Nice two' bedroom %tome. Full
basement. Strictly modern, hard
wood floors, electric heat. Nine
acres of good level land, chick-
en house, cow shed, good
fences. About five miles out.
See this bargain.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Murray, Ky.
Phone '1062, Hume 151-M. A3C
•11 4.4•4
NOTICE. Ichrushehev
NEVER CAN THERE BE a sub- •
stitute for a monument, a lasting
tribute to your loved ones. See 
Having Some
our display. Calloway Monument
Company. West Main Street, pear
D
college. Vestar Orr, Owner. A5C ifficulty
LOOK! 10 Aluminum storm win- 
,
dows, one door, $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Home Comfort Co., 18th
at Main. Phone 1303, A5C
LOOK! CHILDERS Alumiziurie
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any size. Home Comfort
TSUI at Matti -Phone 1303.
A5C
Buys over 16 years of- age
work at the Murray Dive-In
Theatre. Apply in person at
Theatre after 4 p.m. A3C
Mechanic Wanted. General auto
work. Apply in person. See.
Elmer Sholar, at Main Street
Motors. ABC
- FOR RENT
2 Bedroom house 407 South 11th
Street. Possession immediately.
Call Bob Miller, Phone 290 or
284-W. A2C
UNFURNISHED apartment, three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
Ryan. one block from college.
$30 month. Phone 721. A3C
-7-
IWe will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Im-
provement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Plioni. 121' 11,i I 11 Lo v-ty
Attention Farmers
SINGER Sewine Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair, contact Mr.
A M. Dugan, N. 18th Ext. ,Phone
22504. TIC
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
next door to the Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate_ your business.
Clifton Pu chat!. Aug2I3C
, Land Transfers I
L. P. Hendon to George W.
Dowdy and Martha Dudy=lot
Lody Henry and wife Gena to
:Clifton J. Bradley and wife
Ada-- lot
RUSSIAN VISIT PLANNED
NEW YORK II? - Mrs. Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt will fly to Russia
August 30 for a month's tour
of the nation' whose government
radii, called-her "a sworn enemy
of 'peace and democracy" only
five years ago.
The 72-year old torirrtr First
Lady received tar vca tr,rm
the Russian Embassy in Wash-
ington this week and her plans
"are still. vague."
By AA. FAIR (ERIE STANLEY GARDNER)
C we by Itrl• Itaalry Carta, 34. 4•1••• 4 by en...iv-wise eke Immo,' • r'.% Disertbv4•1 by Ma( IN•b•-•• 5,.d ste
• r.'17.•.'1' iltrrvixo
Tie w411-krown C.,oI & Lain prl-
rat• av.em y has • Non-
vont.: new case: Daring • nitseing
person for a Texan client. Lawton
Corning. After first talking guardedly
ot • _polobltun about an oil well deaL
tl.e Texan employ• the agency to
• ate a Mrs. brut? Wells. Donald
Lam and his partner. Bertha Cool.
hod the assagnnient to be more corn-
; Matted than Corweg had confided.
1 pon drising to trio home of Drury
,abtv. lli in Soi.tlicrn California. Death'
W•tinds Wells to be both uncooperative
and um oncerncd about hie wife.
his' at ,ry Is that she walked out
on him day,. earlier. A neigh-
b.f., Mts. FIAT. ea Raleigh. tells Dun-
aid that Silf• •11241•02ts Mrig'Wella was
ed by her husband.
Reporting this to C..rninz. Lam ad-
v i.Y.1.31 that the poilLe be notified 
Angered, the Texan ordera Donald to
dip the case. Donald's reply is to
phone Frank Sellers of police homi-
, Ay. and inform him of the evidenee
of murder. In a rage. Corning pulls
the phone Inns its wires.
atts.0,44 • rale1611°)
* ClIAI'TER 7 ' i'w‘tair
nERTHA was waiting for me
1-P the next morning when I came
in. Butter wouldn't melt in her
, mouth.
"Donald," she said, "woull you
mind corning in for a conference
before you start working?"
Bertha was wearing tier best
rings and her best manner. She
settled down behind the desk,
fitted a cigarette to the long
holder, lit it and said, "Now, look,
Donald, we can't let a phony play
us for suckers."
I sat there waiting, listening.
"Newspapers," Bertha said,
"kael• 
"Go on,:: I told her.
did a little thinking yester-
day."
"What did you think about?"
I asked.
P
'About 3,bat tinhorn from
Texas, Dori-Old. He'd said mime-
thing to me about San Bernar-
dino County that first time he
wa.s here, so I got, in touch with
the San Bernardino newspaper
and got someone searching the
morgue for the name of Hrs.
Drury Wells . . Do you know
what I found?"
"Sure," I said.
- Her face showed surprise.
"What?"
',4fee "You found somethilig that you
think you can translate into a
little easy money. You're sitting
there like a eat purring over a
dish of rich cream."
wow. All his Cantor:11u
erty, plus fifteen 'thousand dol-
lars, was to go to his tucce.
Yvonne Clymer, if she was alive;
if she predeceased him, the Cali-
fornia property went to his other
niece, a Lucille Patton, of Sacra-
mento. Yvonne Clymer is now
Mrs. Drury Wells. Reporters for
the San Bernardino paper chased
her down. They had some diffi-
culty. They found Welke living
in Banning. I-lbs wife was visit-
ing friends in Sacramento, but
when newspaper reporters told
Wells about the will, he got busy
on the phone and had her take
a plane home. The newspaper
had a nice article and pletures.
She's cute."
••I see Wells didn't 'lose much
time spending his wife's fifteen
thousand. He left Banning al:
most immediately and moved to
this Frostinore Road property."
"Uh-huh," Bertha said. "That's
probably what caused the fight."
"Got the article?" I asked.
Bertha opened a desk drawer,
took out a newspaper clipping
and handed It to me.
Yvonne Clymer Wells hail been
photographed In a . skirt .and
sweater. She had been generous
with the photographers. The pic-
ture was mostly legs.
"A dish." I said.
Bertha frowned. "Quit looking
at the girl's legs and read the
article! This is business."
I read thi article. It didn't tell
nie anything new. Bertha had
already told the story.
"There's oil on that Yucca
property," Bertha said.
I shook my head.
"Okay, smart guy, how do you
know?"
know a geologist."
"Si what"
"He N. a-I talking about poten-
tial oil- -properties. I asked him
about that whole valley up there."
"What did he say?"
"Be said that when you drilled,
you came to granite."
"All tight,stupel, drill through
,-the granite, and then what do
:you come to?"
"I also risked hlm that." I said.
"And whardid he say?" Bertha
asked, leaning forward hopefully.
"More granite," I told her.
Bertha sat -back in her chair
and her eyes began to glitter.
"For a guy that's as brainy as
Bertha surveyed me thought- yoleare, Donald Lem, you're aw-
fully. "Mrs. Drury Wells," she fully dumb."
said, "Inherited a section of land "All right,' I told her. 'Out
about ten miles west of a tiny With it!"
• little town in. California called "'This' man Corning Is going to
Yucca. She inhetited it from an pour sonie money in ethers and
uncle in Texas. This uncle was develop oil. We're going to get in
I Aaron Bedford." on the ground floor. We'll round
"" "When did all this 'happen?" up' this babe and get her mineral
"About ten days ago. Bedford rights for ourselves. Then Corn-
died and left a will that all his ing can dent with Bertha Cool.
Texas holdings were to go to his I'll silo* him a woman can be all
hrir4 as a '
shot•lt , 'That
wouldn't tie
"Why not'!"
"We had him for a client. Ile
told us things in confidence."
"No, he didn't. He swore that
he hadn't told me a thing about
oil, tie swore he hadn't told me
anything about .drilling or about
mineral rights. You heard him
say that. What's more, we can
slide in and tie up some of the
adjoining property around Meta
and-"
I shook my head, emphatically.
"Why noir Hectare 'demanded.-
"Ethice," I said.
' 'Ethics!" Bertha sielted. "You
and your damned ethics! You--"
The door jerked open and
Frank Sellers stood on the
threshold. "Well, well; well," he
said. "Another friendly little con-
ference of the partners. Get your
blood pressure down, Bertha.
You're hitting two hundred and
thirty right now, if your color is
tiny Indication:"
Sellers kicked the door shut
with his heel, tilted his 'hat on
the back of his head, and shifted
a soggy, unlit cigar in his mouth.
He grinned down at us,'big, toler-
ant gesed-natured, and suspleioiti.
"Someday," Bertha said, "some-
one's going to shoot you for bust-
ing into private offices' without
being announced and without-"
know, I know," Sellers said,
"but in rue you see the majestas
of the lacy. The law can't wait.
Murder will out. And whew-yr:et-
folks give- me a tip on a murder,
I want to know just where the
!Ire is I'm supposed to pull the
chestnut out of, and I want to
know how hot it is."
"Well, don't get your fingers
burnt," Bertha snapped at him
sarcastically.
"I don't Weed to," Sellers said.
Sellers leaned against the wall
with the easy good nature of a
big man who holds all of the
trumps and knows it. His thick;
wavy hair rolled out from under
the brim of the hat which„.had
been tilted back on his head. He
said. "Which one Of you cooing
turtledoves te going to tell me
about Mr s. Wells?"
"We've told yen about Mrs.
Wells," Bertha said. "Stow why,
don't you go run your men busi-
ness? My God, we try to give
you a red-hot tip and what do
you do? You wait until you've
had • good night's sleep- and
then come in to see what it's all
about."
"Tut, tut, tut, Bertha," Sellers
said. "you do the department a
great injustice. We were on the
job within thirty ',minutes after
we got your tip, and still we were
WO late ... •"
- (To Bo Continued)
• By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Nikita S. IChrushchev is having
a lotereaf trouble in his attempt
to re-establish what he , calls
tinity in the. Communist world.
In hia_xpeent specrhes,. Khrtr-r-
shchev has emphasized that he
wants to form "a broad sucialiat
front" and to "strengthen friend-
ly relations within the socialist
'camp."
What he means Is that he is
.
determined, if he can, to stop
the drift away from Soviet Rus-
sian domination of oilier Cons-
munist countries and to reetore'
Moscow as the authority on Mare
xian doctrine.,
tat oi _Red China seem well
contented also in continuing to
assert themselves as co-equal
authorities on Communist philo-
sophy.
And now Premier Joseph Cy-
rankiewicz of Poland has joined
Polish Communist Leader Wlady-
slaw Gumulka in restating Po-
land's position as 'at least _a
Oemi-independent or)* in the
Confer% With Leaders
Khrushch.tv wants
to get President Tito of Yugo-
siaa.a back in the "socialist
camp."
In this attem“ Klirushehev
conferred in Moscow la:t week
witn Yugoslav, Bulgarian true
Albanian leauers.
But Tito shows no disposition
to give up any qf the inde-
pendence he won when he broke
with the late Josef Stalin in
1948.
'Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-
School..,
(Continued from Page One)
each flour, in addition to storage
space,
The city will sell bonds to
finance' the construction' of the
new school building, however no
increase in taxes will result.
Ptesent taxes will be used to
retire the bonds.
The school board has purchased
several houses in the block in
which the high school is located
and the new building will be
located where two of the houses
once stood.
All of the purchasing of houses
in the block has been dune with
prem. nt income.
Communist world.
poland. Cyrankiewicz said in
a speech in Warsaw Sunday, is
impelled to "follow attentively"
what is happening in Yugoslavia
and China.
Poland Improves Relations
Cyrankiewicz said that Poland
has improved its relations with
fellow Communist countries in
recent months, and especially
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with Russia.
But he added that Poland also
had improved its relations with
other countries, including the
United States, Britain, France
and Yugoslavia.
This may 'draw a retort from
Khrushchev. During his tour of
Czechoslovakia which ended last
week Khrushchev spoke some-
what bitterly of Marshal Tito's
jillahDiCan
1
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INC LANGUAGE
SHE SPEAKS - I
"THINK IT IS
ENGLISH:
THE LANGUAGE IS
ENGLISH -BUT THERE
IS SOMETHING UNMIS-
TAKABLY AMERICAN
ABOUT HER. YES ?
HERE YO' IS, FELLAS.f.r-AKr
NOW THET EVERYTHING'S
FAIR AN' SQUARE —
LE'S G0.7—
AH BETTER
TAKE TWO!'
THET'LL MAKE
TH' FIGHT
EVEN MORE
EVEN!!
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CARDS TAKE' OVER N. L. LEAD
*Stan The Man Passes Ty Cobb In Extra Base P
Hits; Only. Two Baseball Greats Are AheadSports Parade Coach Gets
„United Press Sports Writer are only two games back of
Secoed Class Matter Fraley's facts and figures:
-sta. YORK eft - Fearless the Yanks on the season series.. 0
9-7. 1-er Action
ILTBSCRIFTION RATES: By Carner in Murray.per week Mac, per 
It You have any eibubt's but Water Skiers Meet
_ .
sonal araa in caLoway 
arid
 •4jc,j3.418 counues. per you sa 50; e4se .,...11 Mickey Mantle is the lead One of the toughest lourna-
sparkplug of the New York ments of the year will be staged
reeve, $5..50. Yankees. take the word of Chi- 'at San Diego Aug. 23-25 when
FRIDAY — AUGUST 2, 1957 
,:ago manager Al Lopez - he •is, dare-devil water skiers compete
"Stop Mantle, and you .4131) in, the 15th annual national chant-
ihe Yankees," Al says emphatical- pionships.
• .y, -particularly in view of the They'll shoot for the record
I
:act that Yogi Berra isn't having set by Al Rosenberg in 1955,
an exceptionally good year." when he leaped 125 leet off the
The White Sox en masse hold six-foot ramp at 35 nines. pet
that while _stopping, 2.dantle_maY new, They might break the
I not completely halt the Yankee mark, too, with a neve crack-
juggernaut, it puts a dent in the-whip techniques which sends
t •hose New York wheels. And, them up the ramp at an angle
% _._  at speds up to 50 miles an hour.
1 Kid Gavilan
I Demands Fight
2
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
yaw aassit- and-lid thy taiit
in the earth, • Matt.28:25.
Too /many hide Ged's given talent. We shoo ol
invest our lives in service and sacrifice and love.
MIAMI BEACH r — Former
CLEMENCY DENIED weiterweighI champion Kid Gavi-
. 
• 
with his old cocksureness,
To thoite -who-can't remember the brutal murder of 
demanded a title fight with 
 y -
Car-
little Bobby Franks 33 -Years Ago in Chicago. denial of 
Beath° tUda while even
part o  
p"erin .01 un Wednesdayin 
• 
i i 
 night's
Illinois state pen 
nett toa
sper Ortega -ad-
then 
tentaTy.-may sound rother harsh. • .
.
mated he wat-oitandly trotincerto•
said. For Leopold has not only been a mode
l prisoner, he. - °Inc Gavilan looked - like hp
all/d has made a valuable contribution to"his. country i
n time did when he was champion.. He
a lot of war by making himself a "guinea pig" to test a cure fought a really great_ fight," said
jApi Rodriguez, trainer of hicxic.,an
tog for Malaria that, equals quinine.
the 
clantis to speak
it Will be recalled the -greatest' criminal lawyer of 4
Oriega,
A t his time, Clarence Darrow. defended "Leopoldand hiscaull Englis
h. -sure, he won and
set d associate. Rnatcl Loeb who was .killed in a prison riot re were beaten
Webt ,some years ago. and saved them from the electric chair. f. 
From Gavilan, who said he
Even Darrow made no attempt tMart his client 
telt just fine - I t•puld go
liberated. 
s "f
reIe& 
23 gi I
n his addres.s to the jury he described the slay-
another IQ rounds right pow,"
rived ing of .Bobby Franks. as --a•p
re-meditated.. cold-blooded 
came a. chosus of .challenges to
Basilio -to fight the Keed or
small murder. but he begged the jury to Jgpare the live ofthe
 -hang up the gloves."
Th. defendants and- imprison. them. Basile) is scheduled to' fight
Webt - Precautions were taken to see that neither of the middleweight champion Sugar
who accused w$Iiild ever be pardoned. hence their sentences-Hay Robinson late this month.
. sictre were .fixed at 99 years instead of life. During World , As the champio
n, Gavilan de-
ure 1 cisioned Ba.silio in 1953 andWar TAW _the parddn board reduced-Leopold's sentence
who claimed Wednesday night iteto S5 years because of the service he had rendered in de-
.that .
of co' 
veloping a malaria cure.
Th
surf&
-praet
par' ii
Lazai
the I
..r
keep
he $
- this $.
tort
the
44. •
•
o_ •
-could do it again any time."
Now in -his fifties the prisoner 'is suffering -from 
The decision over Ortega. be-
a-. fore a capacity crowd at the
heart condition and diabetes and p ysicians do not De- Miami Beach Auditorium and •
. __neve hakTung it-TiVi-n. The -GOvernor, however, hark iir Totoit nIstin-- -fat-
ince, was -inserter, -  c-atif.:;--nerniv--erirrimins. He. previously - *wit 
us.'" Celler said.
jetted his appeal for clemency and he will not 
.
IV" a triumphant end to a hieing outpointed RuCien ' Vargas, 181, coaChW-al W
yoming and brought He said he can't comment on
ble for parole until 196$. • -jinx- which began after Gaviian Richamund, 02. 
lii.
While Leopold's appeal was on the- GoVernor's dcalt . 10-$$ his title in a much disputed 
slat( of assistants with him what type of sports le
gislation
1
fight with Johnny Saxton 
to Indiana. The suspension puts
the bodies of two littfe boys vrere found 1tt -a pm* .at 
in . LOS ANGELES - Howard him on the sidelines before he
Brockton. Mass.. and a sex maniac who had been re-
1954. Since then, the bloc-punch- King. 188. Reno. Nev., ou'pointed has coached his first Big
 Ten
leased from a reform school after serving six years - for mg
Cuban has
20 bouts. 
won only six of , Bob Albright. 218. San F 
Calif.. 
trnando, 'game.
1
a similar attack. confessed to the crime: 1 
ill L immediate
. 
--1 There Was no miat  indi-
Those responsible for turning the criminal out .say ' 
' . 1
cation from Wells, whether Ind-
there was nothing else they could do. In the ease of the 
„Ina would hire affirrntrim coach
aging Leopold there was something Governor Stratton
of. Illinois could do, even after the pardon board had 
ilut Dickens indicated no such
'coach would be added.
• recommended him-for clemency in violation of. the advice 
• '
of his own 'lawyer. the late 'Clarence Darrow,- -and he BASEBALL SCORE BOARD . NOT IN THE SCRIPT
had the courage'to 'do it. • - . 
HOLLYWOOD a -- Accident
7- To admit there is nothing tti-at can be done about 
. ,nvestigation officers 
Robert Par-
sex maniacs is to compromise on the ability of society to 
- ' 
•'n' and Hebert Spottswod be-
pro - ic rm o
By 
Cleveland t Ne York 
UNITED PRESS Kansas City at Baltimore, night 1 lieve that a 
policeman's work
t itself under our democrat fof governme.
Anyone' for tennis?
Basketball men don't think 1958 spring practice and re- Lti
much of the probasketball chance cruiting. -
5-foot, 9-inch Chet Forte, - The penalty was imposed by I.
the Cplumbia All-American who the conference faculty represen- •
has signed with the Cincinnati tatives at a special meeting at M
RoyeLs. Height is just too on_ which President Herman B. Wells
portant. Of Indiana accepted the decision
Newiman "Favoring" Williams 'and expressed his confidence in
This may be the reason why Dickens. - Case For Self
Boston scribes keep -on" Ted It was the first penaltyimposed I
Wifilatris.---The-Boston -
slogger -admits that "I seem to
do better at the plpte when I'm
mad because it. seems to sharpen
my ,reflexes." So they're doing
him a favor. , •
Lionel Hebert. the new PGA Likewise, it was the first time
champion, entered his first tour- , a foonSall coach has been penaliz-
nament at the age of nine. It ed. and the second penalty in
was a caddy tournament and history upon a coach,
die first prize, which he Von . Dickens was penalized for of-- by chipping in from off _the
green. was - two bottles of
whiskey.
He never won another tourna- permit aid only on the basis
m ent until he took the PGA •of computed need, with stodents
crown last -week 20 years contributing to their own support
after his first tournament tn- to the extent of their family
umph. tinances, and in no event more
than board, room, boolos, tuition
and fees. ?••••
Wells said Dickens will be
sespended effective Aug. •5.
Dickens came to Indiana only
this year as the successor to
Fight Results
By United Press
RICHMOND, Calif. - liege r
MAJOR LEAGUE
CHICAGO 4P - Indiana .foot-
ball mach-- Pitil Dickens was
suspended -by the Big Ten for
one year today for offering illegal
payments to prospective athletes.
It was the most severe penalty
upon an individual in conference
history.
The suspension meant that
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Stan Musial passed Ty Cobb today and the St. Louis Cardinals
entered into the spirit of the occasion by passing Milwaukee to
take oaer the National Leageeolgad..
All-this passing was accomplished when the Cardinals defeated
..
the Giants, 8-0, lhursday night to take over first place. by two
percentage over the idle Braves.
The 36-year-old Musial - supplied most of .the impeus with
a perfect night at the plate that included a pair of two-run homers
and two singles.
Stan the Man passed Cobb with his second homer of the game
in . the sixth inning. The blow, his 24th circuit of the season, was
the -1,140th extra base hit of his career and put him in third oldie
Dickens will' not be •able to ahead of the Georgia Peach in that department. Only Babe Ruth,
participate in coaching The Hi) -with 1,356 extra base. hits, and Lou Gehrigookitie 4,190, ere- ahead
man for the 1957 season and of Musial,
unless ffi-e--university successfully Sam Jones limited the Giants to six hits in registering
bids for his reinstatement , next 
hiS- I
ninth victory. It was the Cards' sixth straight win.
tnaneu.se . of iocikTe-13III --riscrrer7--
Larry Doby put the White Sex
ahead with a grand slam homer
in the fourth inning but Wash- •-•
December, he also will miss the
tinder its-new
rule, adopted Feb: 22, basing
all aid upon need with a stipula-
tion 'that rio athlete may receive
more than the most of education
at the institution he attends.
-teeing prioeects room, board,
books, tuition, fees and a sum
ot money each month. Regulations
• .r the period of suspension,
If we are too far.iicivanced to exact the death penalty Chioago at Boston., 
is never done. They were- re-i A,
- for atrocious crimes against children it is high tire 
National -League 
turning to police. headquarters
that we seek other Means to punish the m ke
them more normal human beings through means of sur-
gery__or_inental__Ireitment_ 
get us nowhere to build _AD putilic sympathy
for dangerous criminals, even-though their-behavior -is
above criticism, And when one bags fOr a prison sen-
tence in lieu of death he should be compelled to serve it.. •
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
C.-T. Lear. • Miami. Okla., has recently joined the
Ohio ?Gus Company and will be the manager of their
store- in Mirriray: Lear has purchased a home one mile
south of Mutray on the Hazel Highway. .
The Rebecca Tarry Chapter of the YwA of the First
Christiin Church met with Mrs. 0. C k'ells Thursday
at 7:30 af her home on South Fifth Sthtet. -0
• . J. M. Thomas„pub,lisher of the Model Star and resi-
. sent of th''UazI community. said today .thsit he loo4.
a chicken Monday. when lightning struck in,. hi- chicken
'yard.
Murray firemen extinguished a 'small fire this %Dra-
ins ir-firl:Eliasement irt the Belk-Settle Department Store.
7-YOUTH FESTIVAL IN MOSCOW
uv.t3SA
ataTION
141
WITH THE HUILABALOO yon might exitieet, $, delegates to the
World Youth festitai arrive in Novo*. This is Moscow 'railroad
station. More than Lalf4of the 20,000 attending ate from frk,.-1
and satellite& (Infernal .ositsi
•
••••••.5-•••4•• ••••••
•
W L Pct. G
St Louis 59 40 .596 Lions Glad To
.
Brooklyn Sit 42 5811 1
Cincinnati • 58 44 .580 -.3
Philadelphia 56 45 .554 4 Take Over
New York -f3 58 .426 17
Pittsburgh 36 65 .356 24
Chicago n 66 .333 26'a T •
Yesterday's Results -
Milwaukee 6.0 41 594
obin Rote
DETROIT 111 - Coach Buddy
Brooklyn 12 Chicago 3 Parker of the Detroit Lion- said
Cincinnati 4 Philadelphia 3, night today he was "happy" t.. have
St. Louis $ New York 0, night . quarterback Tobin Rote. O., key
• (Only sames scheduled.) - man in a six-player trade.nageti-
Today's Games
Pittsburgh a* Chicago
New York at Cincinnati. night
Brooklyn at Milwaukee. night
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
Tomorrow's Games
*New York a' Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at -Chicago
-Brooklyn at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at- St. Louis
ets
ated with the Green Bay _Pack-,
after acting as technical advisors
for location shots in San Francisco
for CBS-TV's "Lineup" ;Men they
saw a man trying to climb over
TheSunnztegnicr him, and
he admitted the had just com-
mitted a arlkery store holdup.
pulverized the Lions on occasion.
He led the league in pass comple-
”ons, yardage and attempted
passes. •
To obtain Role and a second
man, halfback Val Joe Walker.
from the Packers. the Lions
traded ,halfhack Di in Mellhenney.
tackle •Oliver Spencer. guard Jim
Salsbury and tackle Arm Mast-
ers.
The deal was- not officially
announced -but.. leaked out pre-
maturely when the Lions notified
Mite's family in Texas_
-s
•
ootball Is
along Good
By TOM NELSON
United Press Sports writer
WASHINGTON an- Chairman
Emanuel'Celler of a House anti-
trust Subcommittee said today
professional football is making
a very effective case for 'some
exemption for _ann-trust laws.
The New York Democrat told
a. reporter witnesses who testi-
fied for pro football the past
two days have presented a better
Case than did'. organized baseball
in three weks of earlier hearings
by the Celler subcommittee.
Cellar said football's witnesses,
led by National Football League
,Commissioner Berl Bell, have
been more frank and candid
than those who testified for
baseball.
"Baseball took a holier-than,-
thou attitude and said 'You can't
he eventually will favor until
all the testimony has been heard.
But he said Oit least the busi-
ness aspects of professional team
sports must be regulated under
anti-trust laws.
Bell and other pro football
witnesses appeared this week to
appeal for legislation exempting
essential features of their game
from anti-trust regulation. The
football hearings will resume
next Wednesday. - -
Five football stars Thursday
defended the draft -system used
by pro ball to divide the pool
of new talent graduating from
the nation's colleges each year.
.George Connor. former lineman
for Notre.Datne and the Chicago
Bears and now a Bear coach,
said the system is necessary to
equalize the • teams. The teams
ranking lowest in the standings
get 'first choice in the draft,
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
*is ascii SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WNIIS
• also -
WSI X -TV - CHANNEL 8
NASHVILLE
Eaco Sunday 1:30 P. M.
Ameican Lepgue Rote was the learn', top I_r 
'root...I-back last season I has'
• W L 'Pet GB •$4•••••••••••••••••••••••••~104~••••••••••
V 
. 
11$
New 'olt' 65 34 .657 
••••• • •• • •••• • •• •1
Chicago 61 38 616 4 , 
_ •
DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A DivisionBoston • 54 46 540 1
Cleveland 514 --"49 ' 505 15 4
Detroit • 5(; 49 e.5o5 15 .
BaJtimere 46. 13 465 19
Kansas CON. 36, 63 364 29
Wasitington 36--86 .353 31•',
• ••
SCOTT DRUG CO.
;PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
Senators' Edge Chigoe
In the only other. National
League games scheduled, Cin-
cinnati nipped Philadelphia, 4-3,
and Brooklyn mauled Chicago,
12-3. Detroit defeated Boston,
7-5, and Washington beat the
White Sux, 5-4, in the only two
American League games schedul-
ed.
The Redlegs beat 1
with a three-run rally M the
eighth inning. Until the eighth,
southpaw Curt Simmons had a
3-1 lead, built with the help
of homers by Stan Lopata and
hip Repulski. Johnny Klippstein
Was the winner in relief of
Brooks Lawrence.
. Yesterday's Results
Washington '3• Chicago 4 -
Perini 7 Boston 5
Only games scheduled.)
• Today's, Games
Kansas City at Baltimore, 2 Wei-
night 7 • ,‘
Detroit at tWas hinpon. night
Clevelehrt et New York, iiight
Chicago at Boston, night
Tomorrow's Games
VIA:UV at Wastungten
I The Lions, who finished tecond
I in the Western Division ..f the
Nati.mal ,League last
seaSen• with a 9-3 record, hove
two -signal calers under tow,
Bobby Layne and Jerry Ittchew.
But Layne. a long-time vt.eran,
ids been plagued -with a sore
„right shoukler for about three
years and is ,nearing the ind of
-his . playing career. Reich, w, •
graduate .14 looa, was a rookie
la o year and saw only limited
sett icto•
410^ '
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Gil Hodges of the Dodgers
set a National League ktourd
with the 13th gram), slam homer
of his career as BrocAtIon rapped
out 18 hits and took advantage
of six Cub errors. Hodges' grand
slam wallop off Dick Littlefield
enabled him to pass Rogers
Hornsby and Ralph Kiner, who
held the previous record of 12
grand slam home runs.
Sandy Kuufax checked the
Cugs-aiti- four hits while striking
out II. Ernie Banks' three-run
homer in the fourth- accounted
Los' all Chicago's runs.
Rally Falls Short
The Tigers had to call on
Frank Lary to stem a Sour-run,
ninth-inning rally after Frank
Malzone belted a three-run hom-
er off Duke Maas. Harry Byrd
relieved Maas and yielded two
more single's but then Lary took
over and got Norm Zauchin to
hit into a double play, after
which he struck out Ted Lepcio
for the final out.
Boston starter Mike Fornicles
was the loser.
The Senators spotted the White
Sox an early four-run lead and
then came back to win at the
itigton tied the score on-- Rey•
Sievers' 28th homer with one
on in the sixth. Sievers' homer
finished Jack Hershman and
brought in Fischer, whojeave up
the deciding run on a double
by Art Schult, a sacrifice and
Milt Bulling's single.
Southpaw Chuck Stobbs was
credited with his fifth victory,
holding the White Sox to four
turs-in "eight inningeneforeoyield-ii
ing to Tru Clevenger, whO 'gave.
up another hit in the ninth. The
loss dropped the second-place
White Sox four games behind
the pace-setting Yankees.
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*SUNDAY-MONDAY * FIRST RUN MURRAY*
Anyway you look at this one, it's packed
with solid entertainment.
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Extra Base -
Are Ahead
'ewe.ofooBIfl riatte -
rry Doby put the White Sox
rad with a grand slam homer
the fourth inning but Wash-
aon tied the score on -Rob
!yens' 28th homer with one
in the sixth. Sievers homer
lished Jack Hershman and
jught in Fischer, whq!.gave up
deciding run on a double
Art Schutt, a sacrifice and
,It Bulling's single.
Southpaw Chuck Stobbs was
edited with his fifth victory,
iding the White Sox to four
Orin -eight innings-betere-yieki-i-
g to Tru Clevenger, whb 'savor
another hit in the ninth. The
is dropped the second-place
hite Sox four games behind
e pace-setting Yankees.
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FOR SALE
aches at- Tri-Otty•e-Y-eu
k 'em for only $1.75 bushel,
eady picked $2.50. Bring
ntainers. Ladders furnished.
"rgithitt Orthard. A5C.
have several good washing
ynachines priced for a quick
sale. See M. G. Richardson,
407 South 8th St., or Phone
'14. A5C
Dining Room suite, eight piece,
hand made needle point chairs.
Phone 8 or 874. A4P
1 -Om regilielted Guernsey cow
and one 16' month old heifer.
Thomas Ernestberger, Murray
Route Five. ABC
LINOLEUM 'RUG 12x12, used
two months-Bargain. See or
Call Joe Pat Thornton, Ledger
az 'Times. Phone 55 A2NC
1
•
•
A
COAL FURNACE, complete with
stoker and heat control. Cheap.
Cell .724 rir 1087-J. A3NC
One of the nicest three bedroom
brick homes in Murray; nice
  stone fire ace, larse lit-in
room with a $900 wall to wall
rug. Nice kitchen, plenty of
built-ins, utility and garage
attached. Nice lot, good loca-
tion. A bargain. Owner leaving
town.
Nice two bedroom borne, garage
attached on large corner lot
Near grade school, loan trans-
./WsiWisiaiALAsilbsofitlaisi.- Ws.
days, __
ice two -bedroom--homq. Full
basement. Strictly modern, hard
wood fibers, electric heat. Nine
acres of good level land, chick-
en house, cow shed, good
fences. About five miles out.
See this bargain.
Galloway Insurance; and Real
Estate Agency, Murray, Ky.
Phone 1062, Home 151-M. A3C
F HELP WANTED
ys over -1-8- years- of-age to
werk at the Murray Dive-In
Theatre. Apply in person at
Theatre after 4 p.m. A3C
Mechanic wanted. General auto
work. Apply in person. See
Elme; Sholar, at Main Street
Moto t. ABC
FOR RENT
NOTICE
2 Ilucir,.4n-n ii use' 40i South 11th
Street,---Paiseesaisso immediately.-
Call Bob Miller, Phone 290 or
264-W. A2C
UNFURNISHED apartment, three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
Ryan, one block from college.
$30 month. Phone 721. .A3C
IWe will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Im-
provement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Phone 1219 11.1/.01 IliglIAA ay
Attention Farmers
p
EVER-CAN THERE-BE a
stitute for a monument, a lasting
tribute to your loved ones. See
our display. Calloway Monument
Company. West Main Street, near
college. Vest'n• Orr, Owner. A5C
LOOK! 10- Aluminum storm win-
dows, one door, $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Home Comfort Co., 18th
at Main. Phone 1303. A5C
LOOK! CHILDERS Aluminum
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any size. Hume Comfort
Co., 18th at Main. Phone- -1303.
A5C
SINGER Sewing Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sales,
aervice and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
22504. TFC
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
next door to the, Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate your. business.
Clifton Paschall. ,Aug26C
Land Transfers
L. P. Hendon to George W.
Dowdy and Martha Dody-lot
Lody Henry and -wife Gena to
Clifton J. Bradley and wife
Ada - lot
RUSSIAN VISIT PLANNED
NEW YORK ith - Mrs. Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt will fly Or Russia
'August- 30 for a month's tour
of the nation whose government
radio called .het :a sworn enemy
of peace and democracy" only
five years ago.
The 1,2-year old torin,r First
Lady received her visa Loan
the Russian Embassy in Wash-
ington this week and her plans
"are still vague."
By AA. FAIR (ERIE STANLEY GARDNER)
C ern as vre. Itabloy rrarlorr Rorlatra by erryrrry-reedot yrItb Valium Worrev • Co Isiorrity,tryll by 11:bag
15 HAPPEN/NG
T1.0 wi-ll-krown Cool a Lain ent-
ree agimcy has • lion-
- b:-.on,e flew ease: tracing • Mis,ing
rein fur • Tykes client. Lawton
Corning. After first talking guardedly
ir a youbitaii about an oil well des.he Texan employs the agency to
ato • Itra. Drury Wells. Donald
and his partner. Bertha Cool.
I od the aseignment to be more tom-
:,ated than Corning had confided.
I ion driving to the home of Drury
%'•Ila la Southern California. Donald
onds Wells to be both uneismerative
and WILOPeCrned about his wife.
st.iry is that she walked out
on him thiee days earlier. A neigh-
In, 14ra. Frances Haleivh. tells Don-
ant that she sums., ts Mis. Wells was
siiiirdered by her husband.
HAPorling this to c..rninr. Lam ad-
that the polke he notified.
Angered, the Texan orders Donald to
ilip the case. Donald's reply is to
phone Frank Sellers of police homi-
, oh. and inform him of the evidence
niuriler. In • rage, Cursing pulls
the phone from" its wires.
, game
11M14. CHAPTER 7
BERTHA was waiting for methe next morning when I came
Iii, Butter wouldn't melt in her
mouth.
"Donald," she said, 'would you
mind coming in for a conference
before you start working?"
Bertha was wearing her .best
rings and her best manner. She
settled down behind the desk,
fitted a cigarette to the !Ong
holder, lit it and said, "Now. look.
Donald, we can't let a phony play
us for suckers."
I sat there waiting, listening.
"Newspapers," Bertha said,
"keep morgue.s."
"Go on," I told her.-
did a little thinking yester-
diaY•"
"What 4ia you think about?"
I asked.
'About that tinhorn from
Texas, Donald. He'd said some-
thing to me about San Bernar-
dino dtunty that first time he
was here, so I got in touch with
the San Bernardino newspaper
and got someone searching the
morgue for the name of Mrs.
Drury Wells . . , Do you know
what I found
"Sure," I said.
•
Her face showed surprise.
"What?"
"You found something that you
think you can translate into a
little easy money. You're sitti/tg
there like a cat purring over
dish of rich cream."
Bertha numeral me thought-
fully. "Mw. Drury Wells," she
said, "inherited a section of land
about ten miles west of a tiny
little town in California called
Yucca. She inherited it from an
uncle in TOW. This uncle was
Aaron Bedford."
"When did all this happen?"
"About ten clays ago. Bedford
riled and left a will that all lila
Texas holdings were to gate-his
wlilow. All his Californla pr•- 7-
erty, plus fifteen thousand dol-
lars. was to go to his niece.
Yvonne Clymer, If she was alive;
If she predeceased him, the Cali-
fornia property went to his other
niece, kLucille Patton, of Sacra-
mento. Yvonne Clymer fs now he hadn't told me a thing about
Mrs. Drury Wells. Reporters for oil. He 
swore be hadn't told me
tho San Bernardino paper chased
her down. They had some diffi-
culty. They found Wells living
In Banning. His wife was visit-
ing friends In Sacrarnento, but
when newspaper reporters told
Wells about the will, he got busy
on the phone and had her take
a plane home. The newspaper
had a nice article and pictures.
She's (ute."
"I ace Wells didn't lease much
time spending his wife's fifteen
thousand. He left Banning al-
most immediately and moved to
this Frost mom Road property."
"Uh-huh," Bertha said. "That's
probably what caused the fight."
"Got the article?" I asked..
Bertha opened a desk-drawer,
took out a newspaper clipping
and handed it to me.
Yvonne Clymer Wells had been
photographed In a skirt and
sweater. She had been generous
with the photographers. The pie-
ture.was mostly legs.
"A dish," I said. .
Bertha frowned. "Quit looking
at the girl's legs and read the
article! This is business."
I read the article. It didn't tell
me anything new. Bertha-
already told the story.
"There's oil on that Yucca
property," Bertha said.
I shook my heade___
"Okay, smart guy, how do you
know?"
know a geologist." -
"So what?"
'Re wall talking about poten-
tial ral properties. I asked him
about that whole valley up there."
"What did her ow,"
"He said that when you drilled,
you came to granite." '
'All right, stupid. drill through
the granite, and theti what do
you come .to?"
"1 also naked him that," I said.
"And what did heisay?" Bertha
asked, leaning foredird hopefully.
"More granite." I told her.
. Bertha sat back in her chair
and her eyes began to glitter.
"For a goy that's as brainy as
you nre, Donald Lam, you're aw-
fully dumb."
"All right," I told her. "Out
with it!"
• "This man Corning Is going to
pour some money in there and
develop oil. We're going to get in
on the ground floor. We'll round
up this babe and ket her mineral
lights for Ott-e-a-Oves. Then Corn-
ing can deal with Berthe COM
I'll snow him a woman can be as
hard as a
I shoek iv heal
wouldn't i.e etmeal."
"Why not?"
"We had him for a client. Ho
told us things in confidence."
"No, he didn't_ Ile swore that
'That
anything about drilling or about
mineral rights. You heard him
say that. What's more, we can
slide in and tie up some of the
adjoining property arOund there.
and-"
I shook my head emphatically.
"Why not?" Bertha demanded.
"Ethics," I said. 
_ 
' "Ethics!" Bertha yelleilk---minat-- -
and your damned ethics! Yoli7-"
The door jerked open and
Frank Sellers stood on the
threshold. "Well, well, well," he
said. "Anther friendly little con-
ference of the partners. Get your
blood pressure down, Bertha.
You're hitting two hundred and _
thirty right now, if your color is
rny indication."
Sellers kicked the door shut
with his heel, tilted his het on
the back of his head, and shifted
a soggy, unlit cigar in his mouth.
Ile grinned down nt us, big, toler-
ant, good-natured, and suspicious.
"Someday," Bertha said, "scone-
one's going to shoot you for bust-
ing Into private offices without
being announced and without-"
"I know, I know," Sellers said,
"but in me you see the majesty .
daw--The-lase .can't wait.
Murder will out. And when you
folks give me a tip on a murder,
I want to know just where the
fire is I'm supposed to pull the
chestnut out of, and! want to
know how hot it is."
"Well, don't get your fingers
burnt.," Bertha snapped at him
sarcastically. •
"I don't intend to," Sellers said.
Sellers leaned against the wall
with the easy good nature of a
big man who holds all of the
trumps and knows it. His thick,
wavy hair rolled out from under
the, brim of the hat which had
been tilted back on his head. He
said, "Which one of you cooing
turtledoves Is going to tell me
about atrs. Wells?"
"We've told you about Mrs.
Wells," Bertha said. "Now why
don't you go run your own busi-
ness? My God, we try to give'
you ft red-hot tip and what do
you do? You wait until you've
had a !Mod night's sleep and
then come in to ogee what it's all
about"
"Tut, ,tut, tut. Bertha," Settees
said, uyriii ̀ do the department a
great injustice. We were on the
job"withih thirty minutes after
we ,got your tip, and still we were
late ... ."
(To Be Continued)
lArushchtv
aving Some
Difficulty
By CHARLES 5.1, McCANN
United Prima Staff Correspondent
Nikita S. Khrushchev is having
a lot of trouble in his attempt
to re-establish what he "calls
unity in the Communist world.
In  his recent speeches, Khrus
stiEv has emphasized thet—he
wants to form "a broad socialist
front" and to "strengthen friend-
ly relations within the socialist
camp."
What he means is that he Is
determined, if he can, to stop
the drift awey from Soviet Rus-
sian domination of otlier Cora-
munist countries and to restore
Moscow as the authority on Mar-
xian doctrine.
Confers With Leaders
Especially, Khrushcli.v • wants
President•-Tite of Yugo-
siae.a back id the "socialist
camp." , •
in this attempt Kitrushchev4
cenferred in Moscow bet week
witn Yugoslav, Bulgarian aim
Albanian leaders.
But Too shows no disposition
to give up any of the inde-
pendence he won when he broke
with the late Josef Stalin in
1948. .
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-
lai of lied China seem well
contented also in continuing to
assert themselves as co-equal
authorities on Communist philo-
sophy.
And now Premier Jpseph Cy-
rankiewicz of Poland has _joined
Polish Communist Leader Wlady-
slaw Gomulka in restating Po-
land's position as at least a
liemi-independent unit in the
School . . .
Communfst world.
Poland, Cyrankiewicz said in
a speech in Warsaw Sunday, is
impelled to "follow attentively"
what is happening in Yugoslavia
and China.
Poland Improves Relations
Cyrankiewicz said that Poland
has improved its relations with
fellow Communist countries in
recent months, and especially
(Continued from Page One)
each floor, in addition to storage -
space. ••••
The city will sell bonds lo
finance the construction of the
new school building, however no
increase in taxes will result.
Present taxes will be used to
retire the bonds.
The school board has purchased
several houses in the block in
which the high school is located
and the new building will be
located where two'aof the houses
once stood. -----
All of the purchaging of houses
in the block, has been done with
present income.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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4-bun-dried brick
11.,-Soak up
12—Swiss river
1S-Giver
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16-Ducklike bird
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60—Man's name
ii—Claw
64—Goddess of
healing
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2—Paddis
3—Avlater's Jinx
4—Girl's name
5—Note of scale
6—Concerning
1—Genus of cattle
5—Bunt forth
9—Part of flower
10—Be In debt
11—Through
14—Greek letter
15—Equal
30—Muse of
poetry 'TIPP
11—A nclent 11;7;
chariots
21—Wild --
24—Winged
26—Kind of fabric'
27—Declare
30—Covering of •
Seed
13—Pnems
34—Thornier
36—After-dinner
Candy
27—Smoke and fog
39—Pertaining to
birth
41—Solitary
44—Huge "MI"
46—Maeaw
46—Cheer *sr,
49—Cnntend
45—Hitter vetch
51—Note of scale
63—Conjunction
FOR THE BEST PICKLES
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS
with Russia.
But he added that Poland also
had improved its relations with
other countries, including the
United States, Britain, France
and Yugoslavia.
This may'draw a retort from
Khrushchev. During his tour of
Czechoslovakia which ended last
week Khrushchev spoke some-
what bitterly of Marshal Tito's
VIE DESTRUCTIVE TERM?!
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured—
Sans Kelley
Phone 441
Kelley's Pest
Control
1 506 W. Main St. Telephone 1311"TOUR HOMS-VWNED LOAN CO."—
"WINO
PAGE THREE
improved relations w It h. the
United States and other 11011•.
Communist countries.
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"GLIARANTESD PERFECT"
CORSAGE $12514
Wadding Ring $7500
FYEKtifs
S. 4th St. Phone 193-J
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MURRAY LOAN CO.
TREE
FILM
With each roll of black and white
film we develop for you we will give
free of charge one roll same.
* FAST• 24-HOUR SERVICE *
Offer Lasts Ten Days
WALLIS DRUG
NANCY
ABBIE an' SLATS
C
I WANT TO
GO TO 1313
THIRTEENTH
STREET  
THANKS FOR THE BUGGY
RIDE, BOYS. HEY-ARE
YOU FRENCHMEN ?
by Ernie Bushnullet
by Raeburn Van Buren
-
THE LANGUAGE
SHE SPEAKS - I
'THINK IT IS
ENGLISH,'
THE LANGUAGE IS
ENGLISH -BUT THERE
IS SOMETHING UNMIS-
TA KA BLY AMERICAN
ABOuT HER. YES ?
LIL' ABNER
THOSE ARE
THE TOUGHEST
HOODLUMS ON
THE BLOCK
AH BETTER
TAKE TWO!!
THET'LL: MAKE
TH' FIGHT
EVEN MORE
EVEN?!
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HERE YO' IS, FELLAS!!--A14
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We reserve Use right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
W Public Voice items which in our °sunken are not for the heft
Mersin geour reader%
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1848
&se.. Ctee-age, fis) Bogy:ton St.„ Boistoc- -  By _OSCAR FRALEY eepee„teausig-onmans1.,__ $eg 
SuspensioIlloaroe. tilemphis. l'esm.: 250 Part Ave. liggeelfeak;.31111 •
CARDS TAKE OVER N. L. LEAD,
entered at the Post Off.ce, Murray. Kentuaky, for tranizeiesMs ae
Secood Class Matter
SULISCR/P110IN RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 30e, per
inaosuis 85c_ in Cal.LOW117 ac4 &les-swig counisea, per year M50; else
eters, $5.50.
FRIDAY — AUGUST 2, 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
1 was afraid and went and hid thy talent
in the earth. Matt.25:25.
.Too many hide Cc. •Cf5 given talent. We sh -t..i
invest our !web- In berViet: and sacrifice -and love.
44••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4N1441441444•44444•4•44444••••••••••••••144•441
Sports Parade Coach Gets
United Preas Sports Writer
NEW YORK al - Fearless
Fraley's facts and figures: -
It you have any doubts but
. hat Mickey Mantle is the lead
sparkplug of the New 'York
Yankees. take the word of Chi-
cago manager Al Lopez - he is.
-Stop Mantle and you stop
the Yankees." Al says emphatical-
• .y, "particularly in view of the
i tact that Yogi Berra isn't havingan exceptionally good year." ...a The White Sox en masse hold
t :hat  while stopping Mantle may
1 
 
not completely halt the. Yankee
k :aggernaut, it puts a dent m
t hose New York wheels. And.
t Kid Gavilan
Demands Fight
•
MIAMI BEACH 4I` - Former
CLEMENCY DENIED •s-elterweight champion Kid Gavil
• • 
Ian, with his old cocksureness.
To thOse who can't remember the brutal minder of,. demanded a title fight with Car-men Basile. today while even
'
little Bobby Franks 33 years ago in fhilriago,- denial of -
.clemency to wealthy Nathan.F. Leopold, prisoner in an'ilus "1"" 
in Wednesday-night's
10-rounder. Gasper Ortega, ad-
Illinois state penitentiary'- may sound rather harsh., I muted he was soundly trounced.
For Leopold has not only been a model prisoner, he "That Gavilan looked like hp
has made a valuable eontribution to country in time :did when he was champion, He
Of war by. making himself a "guinea pig' to test a cure 'totigtit a really great fight." said
for malaria'that equals quinine.
are I only two games back tit
Over Action fthe Yanks on the season series. ,
Water Skiers Meet
• One of the toughest tounaa-
CHICAGO IA - Indiana foot-
at 
of the year will be staged
Sin .Diego Aug. 23-25 when ball coach Phil Dickens was
dare-devil water- skiers compete
in -the 15thannual national cham-
They'll shoot for the' record
set by Al Rosenberg in 1985,
when he leaped 125 teet off the
six-foot ramp at 35 miles per
hour. They might break the
mark, 'too, with a new crac
the-whip techniques which sencis
them up _the ramp at an angle-
at speds up to 50 miles an hour.
Stan The Man Passes Cobb In Extra Base
Hits; Only Two Baseball Greats Are Ahead
to -Api Rodrigurav trainer of Mexican
Ortega. who claims'It wilrbe recalled the greatest criminal lawyer of "Sure, 
to speak
-his time; Clarence Darrow.. defended • Leopold,.. and his :nP English. 
he won and
we were beaten good."
From Gavilan, who said he
"felt just fine - I could go
associate, Richard Loeb who was kilted In a prison riot
some Years ago, and saved them from the electric chair.
. ;Even Darrow made no attempt to have his clients another 10 rounds right now."
liberated. In his address to the jury he described' the slay- came a chorus of challenges to
ing of Bobby Frankii-as a pre-meditated. -cold-blooded Basile, to fight the Keed or
murder. but._ he begged the jury to spare the lives of the • hang u IncLaves"- P 8 . -
defendants and iniprison them. - Basilic, is scheduled to fight
Precautions were taken to see that neither of the middleweight champion Sugar
act used 'would ever be pardoned, hence their sentences Ray Robinson late this month,
were fixed at 99 years in-stead of life. During World As the
 champion. Gavilan de-
War Two the pardon board .rielLuceil.Leopold's sentence c1,1.•ned 
Basilic. in 1953 and
Wednesday n i g h t he
to 85 years because of the s..ervic-e he had rendered in de- c•a'rnect
veloping a malaria cure. . . 
• e uld do it again any time." - Fight Resuks
The decision over Ortega. bc-
Now in- his fifties the prisoner is suffering from a
Anyone for tennis?
Basketball men don't think
much of the KU-basketball-eh-ace
of 5-foot, 9-inch Chet Forte,
the Columbia All-American who
has signed with the Cincinnati
Royals. Height is just too im-
portant.
Newsmen "favoring" Williams •
This may be the reason why.
Boston scribes iseep_"on" Ted
Williams. The Boston Red 'Sox
slugger admits that "I seem to
do better at the plate when I'm
mad because it seems to sharpen
my reflexes." -Se they're doing
him a favor.
Lionel Hebert. the new PGA
champion, entered his lirst -tour-
nament at the age ofa,nine..lt
was a caddy. tournament and
which he won
from off the
two-- bottles of
the first prize.
by chipping in
green. was -
whiskey.
He never won'ani a her tourna-
ment until he took the PGA
suspended-by the,Rig Ten for
one year today for offering illegal
payments to prospective athletes.
It was the most severe penalty
upon an individual in conference'
history.
The suspension meant that
Dickens will not be . able tol
etpate-an-coarhinuthr Boas-
ters for the 1957 season and
unless the university sticcessfully
bids for his reinstatement next
DecembeY, he also will miss the
1958 spring., practice and re-
crultinap,,7-
The penalty was imposed by
the conference faculty represen-
tives at a special meeting at
which President Herman B. Wells
of Indiana accepted• the decision
Dickens.
and expressed his confidence in C
It was the first penalty inspesed
the conference under-its new-
rule, adopted Feb. 22,. basing
all aid upon need with a stipula-
tion that nu• athlete may receive
more than the most of education
I at the institution -tie attends.
Lakewise. was the first time-
La foutiaall coach has been penaliz-ed, and the second penalty- in
history upon a coach.
..Dickens was penalized for of-
feting prospects room, board.
books, tuition, lees and a sum
oh money each month. Regulations
permit aid only on the basis
•ut computed need, with students
crewn last week - 20 years contributing to their own support
after his first tournament in- to the extent of their . family
umph. finances, and in no event more
than board, rough, books, tuition
and fees.
Wells said Dickens will be
suspended. effective -Aug. 5.
Dickens came to Indiana only
r this year as the successor to
, Bernie Crimmins. He previously
. coached at Wyoming and brought
his staff of assistants with him
to Indiana. The suspension- puts
him on the sidelines before he
eas coached his first Big Ten
. •
I'
heart condition and dialiees t and physicians do not be- Miami 
a capacity mated at the By United Press ae 
rrnlieve.he has long to live. The Governor. however, has-re- natio al television audience, 
and a RICHMOND. Calif. --- Hoge
i . was Bi.scher, 180, Oakland, Calif.
jetted hie appeal for clemency and he will not be eligi- .4 triumphant. end to a losing • uutpointed Ruben 'Vargas, 191
blelor pArole until vise . . • , . t "jut:" which began after Gavilan1Richarnund, 
.12i.
While Leopold's appeal was on the Governor's desk i-i his title in a much resell:est I —
the bodies of two little boys were found -fti a park at INC" 
with Johrins Semen in' LOS • ANGELES - Howard
Brockton. Ma-"., and a sex maniac who had been re
-11954. Since then, the bloc-punch- • King. 188, Reno, Nev. outpointed
sit. yitars for mg Cuban has win only six
leased from a reform school after servitlg 20 boutsig
a .similar attack. confessed to the crime. . _
Those responsible for turning the criminal• out say
there was nothing else 'they eould do. In the case of the
aging Leopold there was sometting Governor Stratton
of Illinois could (It), even after'the pardon board had
recommended him for clemency in violation of the advice
of his own lawyer. the late Clarence Darrow, and he
had the courage to do it.
Ti admit there is nothing that can •be done about
,sex maniacs is to-compromise on the ability of s4ciety th
protect itself under cur democratic form of government.
lime ate_ too_far advanced to.,exact the death penalty 
for atrocious crime.s against 'children it is high time 
National League
t hat we- seek Other tneans-to. punish_thejtailtx. or...make' _
_ _them.more normal human beings through means of sur- St Louis 
L Pct. GH
gs.r4; or mental treatment. Milwaukee 64 41 .594
59 4e .596
4.14-114awisers--44-4-uilsi -up puhtie-symiti-thy ! Broubdin 58 42 .580
for dangerous criminals, even though their behavior Ls Cincinnati 
56 44 560
above criticism. And when one begs for A:prison sen- 
Philadelphia 56 45 .554
tence in lieu of death he should be compelled to serve - it. 
New -York 43 58 .426
Pittsburgh 36 65 .356
Chicae 33 66 .333,
Lit Bets Albright, 218, San Fernando, game.
('Ii!, 1101. 16. There was no immediate indi-
cation from Wells whether Ind-
  iana would hire an interim coach
• -r the period of suspension,
out Dickens indicated no such
coach would be added.MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Tins,* File.
. T. Lear, Miami. Okla., has recently joined the!
Ohio Gas Company and will be the manager 'of their,
.store in Murray. Lear' has' purchased a home one _mile.
south of Murray on the Hazel -Highway: •
The Rebecca Tarry Chapter of the YWA of the First
Christian Church met with. Mrs. 0. C. Welbr-Thursday
.at ,7130'at :her home on, South Fifth Street.
J. M. Thomas, publisher of the Model
a 
Star.and resi-
dent of the Hazel community.- said today that he los*
a chicken .Monday when lightning struck in his chicken
yard. -"
-M-tirray-7-firemen--e•x-tinviii.heil--441..-fire this morn-
ing in the basernerit of 'the 'Belk-Settle Department store.
— -
YOUTWFESTIVA1.1 IN MoÔwTT
t,If Gap M
WITH THE HULLABALOO you might expect, U. S. delegates to the
World Youti, iestivaearrive in Sloseow. Thls Is Moscow re.lroad
station. More than Lau of the..10,000-attending are from hoses
and satellites. ' • *(Internat.usai.Boan441,41o),
•
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Yesterday's Results I
Brooklyn- 12 Chicago 3
Cincinnati 4 Philadelphia 1. night
St. Louis x'tiew Turk 0. night
(Only games scheduled.)
Today's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago
New York at Cincinnati, night
Brooklyn at-Milwaukee,
_philadelphia at- St. Leuis. night
Tomorrow's Games
New York at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at Chicago-
Brooklyn at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at St. Louis
American I ,e1.)4ue
W L Pct.
New ̀ fork 65 34 .657
Chicago 61 38 .616
Boston 54 46 .540
-Cleveland 50 49 .505 15
etiet reit . 50 49 ,505 15
Baltcratrr. 46 53 -.465 19
,e•Kansas City 36 63 .364 29
Washington 36. 66 253 30-1,
Yesterday's Results
Washington 5 Chicago 4
Detroit 7 Boston 5
(Only games.scheduled.)
,
Today's games
Kansas City aL.Naltimere, 2 twi-
night • "
Ddtruit-.-Ait WaI4itnron. night
Cleveland at New .York...0118h1
Chicage. tat Heston. night
Tomorrow's Games
Detroit at •Waelutighei
II
Kari C:ty at Baltimore,
Cleve.and at New York
Chicago at Boston
Lionstlad To
Take Over
Tobin Rote
DETROIT 'IS - Coach Buddy
parker of the Detroit Lion, said
" tetra; he was "happy".-te have
quarterback Tobin Rote. the key
mac in a six-player trade rii•goti-
ated with the Green Bay Pack-
The Lions, who finished econd
in' the Western DiCision of the
National Football ---Leagui. last
season with a 9-3 record.. have
• Iwo signal CCI lets under tow,
Bobby Layne andderry Re:chow.
But Layne, a long-time vi•eran.
has been ,plagued with a • 1'
right shedder • for about three
years. and is- nearing the end Of I
his playing' career. Heide-se, al
graduate of l 
ye 
evia. was a rookie
last ar and saw only ,limited
. 'Service. -
Ride was the league's top-,
rri:.rt4 rback la.,t -season arI has!
NOT IN 'THE SCRIPT
HOLLYWOOD lir - Accident
investigation officers Hebert Par-
dini and Robert Spottswed be-
night lieve that a. policeman's work
is never. done. They were re-
turning to police headquarters
after acting as -technical advisors
for location shots in San Francisco
for CBS-TV's -Lineup" when they
aaw a man trying to climb over
-.1entet They- stopped- him -and
he admitted -he had just com-
mitted a grocery store holdup.
GB •
•••••••••••••••• •IN••••••••• •••••••••••••••0~ •• ~4,4~o
 • ••
141 t DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division
pulverized the Lions on occasion.
He het the league in pass comple-
tions. yardage and ettempted
passes. 't • _
To obtain Rote and a second
man. halfback Val Joe Walker.
from ' the Packers. th.. Lions
traded halfback Den MellhenneY.
tackle Oliver Spencer, guard Jim
Salsbury and taeltle Herm 'Mast-
ers.
The deal was not efficially
announced but' leaked out- pre-
maturely when the Liens notified
Rote's family in .Texas.
—By NITETON" RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Stan Musial passed Ty Cobb today and the St. Louis Cardinals
entered Into tire spirit of the occaaion by passing. Milwaukee to
take over the National League lead.
All this passing was accomplished when the Carcinial defeated
the Gianti, 8-0, '1 hursday night to take over first place 'by two
percentage over the idle Bras-es.
The 36-year-old Musial supplied most of .the impeus with
a perfect night at the Witte that included a pair of twu-run homers
and two singles.
Stan the Man passed Cobb with his second homer of the game
in the sixth inning. The blew, his 24th circuit of sthe season, was
the 1,140th extra base hit of his career and put him in third place
ahead of the Georgia Peach in that department.. Only Babe Ruth,
-with 1-0358--testeit--laaseelaits, -and-Lou -Gadarig, will, 1,100, are ahead
of Musial.
Sam Jones limited' the Giants to six hits in registering his
ninth victory. It was the Cards' sixth straight WIII.
Football Is
Making Good
ase For Self
By TOM NELSON
United Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON dB - Chairman
Emanuel 'Celler of a House anti-
trust subcommittee said today
professional football it making
a .very 'effective case for some
exemption for anti-trust laws.
The New York Democrat told
a reporter witnesses who testi-
fied for pro football the past
two days have presented a better
case than did organized baseball
in three weks of earlier hearings
y the Celler subcommittee.
Cellar said football's witnesses,
led by_National Football League
Commissioner . Bert Bell, have
been more frank and candid
than those who testified for
barBbaasellb.ali
took a holier-than-
thou attitude and said 'You can't
touch us,' " Celler said.
` He said he can't comment on
what type of sports legislation
he eventually will faeor until
all the testimony has been heard.
But he said. at least the busi-
ness aspects of professional team
sports must be regulated under
anti-trust laws:
Bell and other pro football
witnesses -appeared this week to
appeal ter legislation exempting
essential features of their game
frorh anti-trust regulation. The
football hearings will resume
next, Wednesday.
Five" football stafs Thursday
defended the draft system used
by pre bail to divide the pool
of new talent graduating from
the nation's colleges each year.
George Connor, former lineman
for Notre'Dame and the Chicago
Bears arid now a Bear coach,
said the system is necessary to
equalize the teams. The teams
ranking lowest in the standings
get first choice in the draft.
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
1:t5 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
'On Radio Station WNBS
. also •
WSIX•TV - CHANNEL 8
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 PM,
Senators Edge Chigoe
In the only utile' National
League games scheduled, Cin-
cinnati nipped Philadelphia, 4-3,
and Brooklyn mauled Chicago,
12-3. Detroit defeated Boston.
7-5, and .WastTington beat the
White SOX, 574, in the only two
American League games schedul-
ed,
The Redlegs beat the Phillies
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & MaIs Phone 433
Stith a three-run, rely -In
eighth inning. Until the eighth,
southpaw Curt - Sint:dons had a
3-1 lead, buijt with the help
of homers by. Stan. Lopata and
hip Repulski. Johnny Klippstein
was the winner in relief of
Brooks Lawrence.
Gil Hodges of the Dodgers
set a National League record
with the 13th grand slam homer
of his career as Brooklyn rapped
out 18 hits and took advantage
of six Cub errors. Hodges' grand
slam wallop off Dick Littlefield
enabled him to pass Rogers
Hornsby and Ralph Kiner, who
held the previous record of 12
grand slam home runs.
Sandy Kuufax cheated the
Cubs on four -hits while striking
out 11. Ernie Hanks' three-run
homer in the fourth accounted
for all Chicago's runs.
Rally Falls Short
The Tigers had to call on
Frank Lary to stem a four-run,
ninth-inning rally after Frank
Malzone belted a three-run hom-
er off Duke Maaa, Harry Byrd
relieved Maas and yielded two
more singles but then Lary took
over and - gut Norm Zauchin to
hit into a double play, after
which he struck out Ted Lepcio
for the final 'out,
Boston starter Mike Fornieles
was the loser.
The Senators Spelled the White
Sex an early four-run lead_and
then came clack to win. at the
•
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Larry Doby put the White Sox
Ahead with a grand slam homer
in the fourth inning but Wash-
ington tied the score on Roy•
Sievers 28th huffier With one
on in the „sixth. Sievers' homer
finished Jack Hershman and
brought in Fischer, who gave up
the deciding run on a double
by Art Scholl., a sacrifice and
Milt Bulling's single.
Southpaw Chuck Stobbs was
credited with his fifth victory,
holding the White Sox to four
hits- in eight- innings _
mg to Tru Clevenger, who gavtir
up another hit in the ninth. The
kiss dropped the second-place
White Sox four .4ames behind '
the pace-setting Yankees.
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Khrushchev
Having &fine
Difficulty
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United 1,̀ress. Staff Correspondent
Nikita S. Khrushchev is having
a lot of trouble in his attempt
to re-establish what he calls
unity in the Communist world.
In his recent speeches, Khru-
ev as emphasized' that e
wants to form "a broad socialist
front" and to "strengthen friend-
ly relations within the socialist
camp."
What he means is that he is
determined, if he can, to stap
the drift away from Soviet Rus-
sian domination of oilier COn'-
munist countries and to restore
Moscow as the authority on Mar-
xian doctrine.
Confers With Leaders
Especially, Khrusheh.:v wants
to e 'President .Tito of Yugo-
siav.a track hi the '"socialist
cantp." -
In this attempt Kerushchev
eunterrea in Moscow laft week
with Yugoslav, Bulgarian suit
Albanian leaders.
But Tito shows no 'disposition
to give up any of the inde-
pendence he won when he broke
with the late Josef Stalin in
1948.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-
II-Loak up
12--Swisa river
la-Giver
14-Female sheep
15-DucklIke bird
17-Meal
IS-Fracas
22-Edible seed
23-Wavers
25-Narrates
33-Lamb's pen
11/1M•
15-Showy flower
11-Pronoun
22-Hurried
IS-Spirited bone
14--Nahoor sheep
Sfe-N oar
(Continued from Page One) I
each flour, in addition to storage I
space.
The eitierill sell bonds to
finance the construction of' the
new school building, however no
increase in lases will result.
'Present taxes will .be used to
retire the bonds.
The school board has purchased
several houses -in the block in
which the high school is located
and the new building will be
located where two of the houses
once stood.
All of the purchasing of houses
in the block has been done with
present inconie.
•
lat of Red China seem well
contented also In continuing to
assert themselves as co-equal
authorities oh Coniminist philo-
sophy.
And now Premier Joseph Cy-
rankieWiez of Poland has joined
Polish Communist Leader Wlady-
slaw Comulka in restating Po-
land's position as at least a
kemi-independent unit in the
• - PAGE THREE
Communist world.
Poland, Cyrankiewicz said in
a speech in Warsaw Sunday, is
impelled to "follow attentively"
what is happening in Yugoslavia
and China.
Poland Improves Relations
Cyrankiewicz said that Poland
has improved its relations with
fellow Communist countries in
recent months, and especially
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with Russia.
But he added that Poland also
had improved its relations with
other countries, including the
United States, 'Britain, France
and Yugoslavia.
This may 'draw a retort from
Khrushchev. During his tour of
Czechoslovakia which ended. last
week Khrushchev spoke some-
what bitterly of Marshal Tito's
iLADiGATII
•••
IME DESTRUCTIVI MUM,
10
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured--
Sean Kelley
Phone 441
Kelley's Pest
Control
•
improved relations with the
United States and other non-
Communist countries.
••••••••••••••••••••••INI••••••••
Keepsake
"GUARANTESO PERFECT"
CORSAGE $125.00
Wodding Ring $75 00
FURCHES
JEWELRY
S. 4th St. Phone 113.J
Set•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St. Telephone 1341
"YOUR HOMS-CWNED LOAN Co.,
FREE
FILM
With each roll of black and white
film we develop for you we will give
free of charge one roll same.
4
* FAST 24-HOUR SERVICE *
Offer Lasts Ten Days
WALL IS' DRUG
NANCY ,
ABBIE an' SLATS
—
• .
— AUGUST 2, MI 
.E
Extra Base
kre Ahead
)
eusc•  Fischer.--
ry Doby put the White Sox
ad with a grand slam homer
the fourth inning but Wash-
on tied the score on Rea&
iers' 28th hunter witn Offe
in the . sixth. Sievers' homer
shed Jack Hershman and
ught in Fischer, who gave up
deciding run on a double,
Art Schulli., a sacrifice and
t Bulling's single.
iouthpaw Chuck Stobbs was
dited with his fifth victory,
ding the White Sux to four
e in -eight-innings -before yield-.
; to Tru Clevenger, who gave
another hit in the ninth. The
s dropped the second-place
lite Sox four Jtaiiies behind7
r pace-setting Yankees. •
mi. The Classified
lirAliiii 92
AIR-CONDITIONED
TODAY! SATURDAYAND  
Stripped of All FICTION,
LEGEND,
LIES!
a
1
THE litUE
Arolt#
JESSE
JAMES
MERE JEFFREY HOPE
WAGNER • HUNTER • LANGE
AGNES MXREHEAD
Mel by 01 WU
CINEmAscoPE
* ALSO *
"3 STOOGE
COMEDY"
•
s•
•
-
4
THE LEDGER TIMES
per ward fee one day, minimum ef 17 werde for 150e Sc per word for three days. Classified alio are payable In advance.
- MURRAY, XENTUCKY
FOR SALE. 
1
_Peaches ..a.1..Tri-City yuu
k 'em for only $1.75 bushel,
eady- picked $2.50. Bring
tainers. Ladders furnished.
ithitt Orchard. •A5C
have several good washing
achines priced for a quick
sale. See M. G. Richardson,
407 South 8th St.,. or Phone
747- A5C
Dining Rooni suite, eight piece,
hand made needle point • chairs.
Phone 8 or 614. A4P
1 --Onit -regielared 'GuertriZar-
itid one 16 month old heifer.
Thomas Ernestberger, Murray
Rtiete Five. A8C
LINOLEUM RUG 12x12, used
two months-Bargain. See or
Call Joe Pat Thornton, Ledger
& Times. Phone 55 A2NC
COAL FURNACE, complete with
stoker and heat control. Cheap.
411 .724 or 10874. A3NC
One of the. nicest three bedroom
brick -homes in Murray; nice
stone fire place, large living
attached on large corner lot.
Near grade school, loan tins-
..isthaeilakteerlitRolelle4.."
days.
Nice twe-ixetramer -troeneFlPufl-
basement. Strictly modern, hard
wood floors, electric heat. Nine
acres a good level land, chick-
en house, cow shed, gp o d
fences. About five miles out.
See this bargain.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Murray, Ky.
Phone 1062, Home 151-M. A3C
FHELP WANTED
-over 16 year-a of age
work at the, Murray Dive-In
, Theatre. Apply in person at
Theatre after 4 p.m. A3C
ZII.V1:13 CAN THERE- BE • sub-
stitute for a monurnent, a lasting
tribute to yottr lbved ones. See
our clivlay. Calloway Monument
Company. West Main Street, near
college. Veser 0117Ownei. A5C
LOOK! 10 Aluminum storm win-
dows, one door, $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Home Comfort Co., 18th
at Main. Phone 1303. A5C
LOOK! CHILDERS Aluminum
awnings. Free installation' for
July. Any size. Hume Comfert
.384.11- ot-Idain. _Phone.
A5C
Mechanic wanted. Genera/ auto
work. Apply in•
Elmer Sholar, at
s Motors.
person. See
Main Street
A8C
FOR RENT
2 Bedroom house 407 South 1 1th
.t sssion irnmediatel
Call Bob Miller, Phone 290 or
264-W. . A2C
a
•
1143/••••••••••••••••~~~4A
FRI. - SAT.
TWO TOP PIX ! !
in Technor.olor
 P•L•U-S  
kDVENTURE IN CRIME!
"•- "7-
RORY
1
 CAIIIOUN
p p
INS
•
FIRST RUN MURRAY*
4
this one, it's packed
itertainrnent.
44••••  • •• OM* IM # 4 4 4 II,•••
COMING ••
WED.- THUR. ! ! ••••
••
•
eseessireessessafaweeeeesee•egA
Academy Award Winner
'
•
••••-•-••• •••••-••••,1WOMIIII110111.11..1.111!•-
• .
;
room with a $900 wa
rug. Nice kitchen, plenty of
built-ins, utility and garage
attached. Nice lot, good loca-
tion. A bargain. Owner leaving
town.
Nice two bedroom home, garage
—C 
UNFURNISHED apartment, three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
Ryan, one block from college.
$io month. Phone 721. A3C
Attention Farmers
•
We will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Im-
provement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
1'hone 1219 Hazel Highway
SINGER Sewing Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sates,
service and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
2250-J. TFC
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewel!',)' Store
next door to the Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate your business.
Clifton Paschall. Aug26Ci
L. P. Hendon to George W.
Dowdy and Martha Dudy-lot
Lady Henry and wife Gene to
• Clifton J. Bradley and wife
Ada -lot •
'RUSSIAN VISIT PLANNED
NEW YORK e — Mrs. Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt will fly to Russia
August 30 fur a month's toils
of the nation whose government
iadio called her "a sworn enemy
of- peace and demueracy" only
five years ago.
The 72-year old dorinir First
Lady _received h r visa arum
the Russian Embassy in Wash-
ington this week and her plans
"are still vague." _
YOU CAN DIE LAUGHING
By AA. FAIR (ERIE STANLEY GARDNER)
C WM by lerie %holey Ch44044 by armav•rwea4 with Witham Illorrow ('n. 1545rity•t4.1 by saw Thews Ihwelk•hili
111141:NINO
The well-krown Cool & Lam prl-
ira.• ime..ti4attmt ageni y has a tiou-
I 0,100 new case: treeing • niis..ing
:on fur • Texan client, Lawton
ruing. After find talking guardedly
' a Jo obits., shout an oil well deaL
0 Texan enit.iii)s the agency
to a •Sirs. Druiy Wells. Donald
,a and his partner. Bertha Cool.
the assignment to be more
ated than Corning had confided.
di-1\1ns to tin home of Drury
r•12eW, Ile In Southern cailiornia. Donaldflails Wella to he both users/Wetly*
and unconcerned about his ...wife.
it iry Is that she walked out
tin him three days earlier. A.neigh-
1...r, Mn. 1,rantes Raleigh, tells Don-
'I that she gnome( Is was
n. ordered by her husband.
Reporting thus to Corning, Lam ad-
i.es that the police lei notified.
sneered, the Texan orders Lkaald to
Or ,p the ease. Drmakre reply la to
1.....ne Frank Sellers of police horni-
, le and ihform him of the evIdenee
oI der. In a rage. Corning Pullsthe phone from its wires.
. Cab.4%.4%
4 CHAPTER 7
DERTHA was waiting for me
the next morning when I came
In. Butter wouldn't melt In her
mouth.
"Donald," she said, "would you
mind coming in for a conference
before you start working?"
Bertha was wearing tier best
rings and her best Manner. Sha
settled down behind the defile,
fitted a cigarette to the long
h holder, lit it and said, "Now, look,
Donald, we can't let a phony play
us for suckers."
I sat there waiting, listening.
"Newspapers," Bertha said,
"keep morgues."
"Go on," I told her.
"I did a little thinking yester-
day."
"What did you thinkaabout?"
I
a "About that tinhorn from
11" Texas, Donald. He'd said Florile-
C. thing to me about San Bernar-
dino County that first time' he
was here, so I got in touch with
the San Befnardirio newspaper
and got someone searching the
morgue for the name of Mrs.
-.Drury Wells . . . Do you know
what I found'!"
"Sure." I said.
Her taco showed surprise
"What?"
"You found something that you
think yoh can translate into a
-little easy money. You're sitting
there like a cat purring over a
dish of rich cream."
Bertha surveyed me thought-
fully. 'lane Drury Wells," she
mail 'inherited a nection of land
about ten miles west .of a tiny
little town in California -called
Yucca.- She inherited it from an
uncle In Texas. This uncle was
Armen Bedford."
"When did all this happen?"
"About ten days ago. Bedford
died and left a will that all hie
Texas holdings were to go -to hisi a
•
OH, TAXI
111
 }ww-
I WANT TO
GO TO 1313
THIRTEENTH
STREET 
- .4 Is mew..
ow 0, .1.41 .•••••• 1,414.•
THANKS FOR THE BUGGY
RIDE, BOYS. HEY-ARE
YOU FRENCHMEN
by
by Ernie Bushmillet
Raeburn Van Buren
THE LANGUAGE
SHE SPEAKS - I
-THINK IT
ENGLISH.'
THE LANGUAGE IS
ENGLISH 8e11 THERE
IS SOMETHING ()MIS-
TA KA SLY AMERICAN
ABOuT HER . YE5 ?
LIL' ABNER
widow. All his Califorraa pree-
erty, plus fifteen thousand dol-
lars, was to go to his niece.
Yvonne Clymer, if she was alive;
If she predeceased him, the Cali-
fornia property went to his other
niece, a Lucille Patton, of Sacra-
mento. Yvonne Clymer is now
Mrs. Drury Wells. Reporters for
the San Bernardino' paper chased
her down.- They had some diffi-
culty. They found Wells living
In Banning. His wife was visit-
ing friends in Sacramento, but
when newspaper reporters told
Weis about the will, he got busy
on the phone and had her take
a plane home. The newspaper
had a nice article and pictures.
She's cute."
"I see Wells didn't lose much
time spending his wife's fifteen
thousand. He left Banning al-
most immediately and moved to
this Fmetmore Road property."
"Uh-huh," Bertha said. "That's
probably what caused the fight."
"Got the article?" I asked.
Bertha opened a desk drawer;
took out a newspaper clipping
and handed it to me.
Yvonne Clymer Wells had been
photographed in a skirt and
sweater. She had been generous
with the photographers. Tkie pic-
-ture was mostly legs.
"A dish," I sail
Bertha frowned. "Quit looking
at the girl's legs and read the
article! This is business."
I read the article. It didn't tell
me anything new. Bertha had
already told the story.
• "There's oil on that Yucca
property," Bertha said.
I shook my head.
kn:Nry, smart guy, how do you
"I know a geologist."
"So what?"
"He was talking ahosit poten-
tial oil properties. I asked him
about that whole valley up there."
"What did he say?"
"Ile said that when you drilled,
you came to granite."
"All right, stupid, drill through
the granite, and then what do
you comeQto?"
"I also Asked him that," I said.
"And what did he say?" Bertha
asked, !lining forward hopefully.
"More granite," I told her.
Bertha sat back in her chair
and her eyes began to glitter.
"For a guy that's as 13?-riiny as
you. are, Donald Lam, you're aw-
fully diimh."
"All right," I told her. "Out
with it!"
"This man Corning. is going 'to
pour some money in there and
develop oil. We're going to get in
on the ground floor. We'll Noun('
up this babe and get her mineral
rights for ourselves. Then Corn-
Ing, can dent with Bertha Cool.
lU sliuw him a women. can be as
linra as .1 ny'n."
I shoya Ely herd. 'That
wouldn't be etaiesiL"
"Why not?"
"We had him .for a client.. lie
told us things In ccinlidence."
"No, he.didn't. He swore that
he hadn't told me a thing about
Oil, He swore he hadn't told me
anything about drilling or about
mineral rights. You heard Win
say that. What's more, we can
slide in and tie up some of the
adjoining property mound theta
and-"
I shook my head emphatically.
"Why not?" Bathe demanded,
"Ethics," I satd.
' "Ethics!" Bertha yelled. -"You
and your damned ethics! You-"
The door jerked open and
Frank Sellers stood on the
threshold. "Well, well, well," he
said. "Another friendly little con-
ference of the partners. Get your
blood pressure down,' Bertha.
You're hitting two hundred and
thirty right now, if your color is
tiny indication.
Sellers kicked the door shut
with his heel, tilted his hat on
the back of hie head, and shifted
a soggy, uplit cigar in his mouth.
Ile grinned down at us, big, toler-
ant, good-natured, and suspicious.
"Someday," Bertha said, "some-
one's going to shoot you for. bust-
ing into private offices without
being announced and without-"
"I know, I know," Sellers said,
"but in me you see the majesty
of the law. The law can't wait.
Murder will out. And when you
folks give me-a tip on -a murder,
I want to know just where the
fire is I'm supposed to pull the
chestnut out of. and I want to
know how hot it is." •
"Well; don't get your fingers
burnt," Bertha snapped at him
sarcastically.
"I don't intend to," Sellers said.
Sellers leaned against the wall
with the easy good nature of a
big man who' holds all of thp
trumps and knows It. His thick,
wavy heir rolled out from under
the brim of the hat which had
been tilted back on his head. tie
said, V'hich one of you cooing
turtlereves Is going to tell me
about ati•s. Wells?"
"We've told you about Mrs.
Wells," Bertha said. "Now why
don't you go run your own beet.
ness? aly God, we try to give
you a red-hot tip and what do
you do? • You wait until you've
had a good night's _sleep and
then come in to see what it's all
about."
"rut, tut, tut, Bertha," Sellers
said, "you do the department a
great injustice. We were on the
job within thirty minutes after
we got your tip, and still we were
joo late . ..."
(To Do Confined)
AN BETTER _
TAKE TWO!!
THET'LL MAKE
TH' FIGHT
EVEN MORE
EVEN?!
irs Al COT?
HERE ̀KY IS, FELLASff—AN'
NOW THET EVERYTHING'S
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of a drought which in someService has given technical as- ape trees in the past three sears sections is the worst in history.- ,.
sistanee to the farillers in b-P-'1(1! - as pent. .e4 . iheir conservation ,___Bist it ...• Le .a spotty -droughtmg 425.521 farm ponds. In.. a:I.:plans. ' • and still a oePygriv" compared''farmers have built 803.0041 farm In, making land sise shifts., te the eight-year' drought re-ponds with SCS technical help. ' fanters in soil conservation di,.- cently broken_ in the great plains_ The ponds average from I to 2 ' tricts planted trees on 367.130' statee according to Weatheracres each. . . acres during the past year. bring- Bureau receircle. •,
Most were built as a part of ing the total to neprly 4 million That will be of slight con-
a basic conservation plan farmers i acres planted to trees. 01 this . s•eation to farmers in the worst-
develop for their entire farm number about 900.000 acres wt re i hit regions. A United Press survey.
m cooperation with the nation's ' planted during the past 3 -years. • shoeved the dry weather has beene
2 7214 ‘,-.1i i'r•Pt..T,•atiOrt 4.1StriC:i•---T•Fet•-felan44,e- on districts- .1̂  pro-rm-triarty- daorapiria -in o
and many pond builders received , 1956 was more than 14 per centeeaseern 'Massachusetts, most of'
cost-sharing assistance through higher than in 1955. Much of !Rhode Island, parts of Connecti-
I h e Department's agricultural. the tree planting stock came. cut and southern New York and
-Conservation Prograir. P 0 n d s from 'nurseries operated by state in southern New Jersey.
supply water for livestock, nee ' forestry departments. : , - - . • The grpund is dre to a depth
protection, small-scale irrigation. Farmers in Georgia's Soil c.m-J of ..18 to 70 inches in parts of-
lot fish management. Improve- stirs anon districts, led the nation • Ma.ssaehtisetts and'', the Boston
ment of wildlife habitat. and for - by planting • more than 89.000. weather forecaster:a-say it -would
recreation. acres tt, trees last year. ' take ..a hurricane to really soak
Farm Ponds have most popular . Farer.ers and ranchers in dis- ' theegroun'd pow."
in the southeastern, northeastern trios did 8.2,50.000 acres of pas- Rhode Island estimates its crop
and midwestern states. according ,ture planting and more !'t h an loss at more than 10 million
-to SCS- AdMinistrator Donald' 1.284.000 acres 1.4 range ._seedinii ' dollars. or one-third that tiny
A. Williams. Farmers in . Ken- in. the last three years. Plantings state's annual output. Southern.tucky and Mississippi, for exs and other practices recommend- New Jersey had rainfall in May,
56.187 farm ponds, respectively_ ;game departments were eitablish-
, e
i er,thpared to a normal 12.
ample have built 64.318 and en by SCS and St t f s
Farmers have built 16.256 ponds ed to improve wddilfe feed and Corn Hardest Hit
in Iowa, '11.958 in Nebraska and7cdtter on more than 411.000 acres Corn has been the crop hardest
8.541 in New York. - - last year. bringing the total for hit. Farmer Carl Stimers of mid-
"This indicates t he interest .'such work-to neatly three. and :state se„. York -noted the old
farmers haveo in -water storage, a half mi4lion acres.
one of • the measures that will
Con,servation Reserve of the S .
be given added stabuies by • • --• •1 Bi
Bank:" Mr. Williams said • ' . k-
to sighn-up by farmers this year
The Conservation Reserve. oter- l• •
iel(ls Vitaluntil April 15. is designed, •
encourage farmers and ranch, 7 . . .
to shift' )and •out of cult's-etre:14 •
crops and into grass. trees and ater Data
•••••
 ------------
•
  •
•
.
•
•
• 
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.
coffee prev ious year, the--U, -S. IXpart-i - Another-measure -of itie-Rst. 4-ere1---1-- .. -.▪ ............-...
.. -. becaus _ trent cf Agriculture ar,,nouncod. - in the objectives of the Con- 4 - By UNITED. PRESS-.: .. _ .. .. ou,eAlision.Beserve is Ips.kiee.thaVi ',TAP- 'hitiorr's. Middle ..Attattete
- cups. Previous high year w 1954 i farmers and. ranchers in sr -t and southern New England._
* as 
1- - affhlet-- - -- -- 31their farmers -tealfs-81642t-Sassa-i-rtyngerrrIdon'-d1WrIrty-tikve •ci - fotnialIraliaTeii-of goTycl. iainfalt-psnds. During the past six yearsup a verted more than 4.600,000 acres today entered the fourth monththe LSDA s' Soil Conservationwhere of ;their poorer crepland to grass
• rAC;! PAGE FOUR
Fi Record Number Offarm . Soine States
Ponds Were NM In 1956 7,1Enter Fourth
United
• HOL Farmers built 87.430 farm .ciitcr. as well m watr Drought MonthJack pc,nds in 1956. more than in any storage. -6
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"FLYING ANTS'
IrtallCli OUT FOR CCSIrr
TERMITE DAMAGE
. 'saying that the. corn should be
"'knee • high . by the Fourth of
July.'. . . ,
• 'Melt, Mine was." he says,
I • but it hasn'etwown a bit since
then. It should be up to my
'shouldeS instead of my knees."
- Harry Stalilman, an a pp I e
County wirttbeeorchard of 48.000 I A• , grower assillber Xork's Columbia .
UP11St 1---- - trees, _ says -the 'drought is the to
-eekSIENGION 
• o -I'm afraid that unless we get
worst- he has seen since 1910.1 • -. D
- 7 - ̂ rain soon, apples will wither Field• n chunk of. soil resting en and drop frum_ the trees," he
., giant scale is tellieut -Agricul-
tural Research Service scientists , 
said
In some of the mountain areal' Western Kentucky farmers get
---1
t a frees deal about what haPPew in northesetern Pennsylvania. 1 a look at practically every type1,., die and of western Kentucky crop to scree after if falls to, earth trees are beginning
1 
pro-
This .block. of, land, six feet---the countryside is taking- on the auction at the agronomy field
Wide and 14 feet I)111. is 1/500 "f appearance of autumn with the I day Aug. 1 at the Princeton
!an .acre. The huelay• Monolith is foliage already turning gulden. i Experirnent Substation.
. kn._ wit as a iesimeter. At the The drought extends se uth • Burley, dark tobacco, corn.' Watershed Hydrology Station , through Delaware and Maryland a-1 soma, crops, grain sorghums add
Call TERMINI* %Vorld's 
%ear Coshocton. Ohio. it is yeiki- ! to Varginia where six counties Ismall-grains testing -cork all will.ng valuable information as toi now have asked the governor be shown or discussed.Largest Termite Control -,:nere water goes, what it does to seek federal' disaster relief. The burley work includes plotsOrganization :..) s.)113.. and how crops 1.15! it : Massachusetts. Rhode Island and of continuous culture. varying
Air wp:•rokv••-are: 
BSeyroco
than 10 Nears NO by the Soil ident Eisenhower to declare their
The lYsimeter. established more i Corinectecut haveliptilled to-Peel- ! rites of 'potash end new disease-
resistant lines Dark tpbacco workconservaten Service. appears' to I states disaster .areas eligible foro featuring varying potash rates, LIKE FATHER. LIKE SONSOHIO VALLEY TERMINI)( I .t. just s'aplot of earth bordered , federal aid, • , varying nitrogen rates, arid new -
CORP. 
n all sides by narrow. ground- I One unusual aspect is that , diseases resistant lines al,o will CHICAGO ,i1P - Fridays areevel-cerecrete walls But - the . water supplies in the large cities be shown. special - days for the men-folkvans go down eight feet date the ' have nut been drastically affect- The forage crop program will at the home of Bernard Finkel.P O. Box 84 Padiscah. Ky.
Peons 3-2934 or 3.6698 
ground. Earth beneath the blocked. In 1949. New York declared
! sistence . of stand, insect and born on-a--friday. But Mrs. Finkel
i include discussion of yields,' per- Finkel- and his three sons were
Local Customers or 
has -beerecut away to make room I “bathless" and "shavelese" days
fcir highly sensitive i scales and ' to hoard water. Since then three disease resistance,- quality and goes them one better. She wastheromeasuring equipment. with new reservoirs have been hookedContact deect or for Reference time of maturity. Crops are red born on Mother's Day!of Performance of Work ca il 'plenty . et space for technicians , up and the Coses supply is at . •
- • ! 70 per cent capacity. Philadelphia I.7 take readings,
MURRAY LUMBER CO. . The soirin the block is tillidiS-- has asked .-users to take it easy
Aterray. Ky. Phone-112 •urbed except fur the cutting but has not banned unnecessary
,,,,,und and bentia_AL_Ts_sur. tuse of water
feel a Teeele e -e-h-Ilt-e-7.--sur-T•61-Thditi ig t- iihrimasklara . Latin
Another sideline has been afield. on wr.. :-. crops are grown.
considerable loss of faith in the.n a typical f ir-, ear rotation.
I - -The weigr.• .f • ri,... h',/ge chunk I technique ef artificial rain-mak-
. of soil .is recorded automaLcally ling. Massachusetts has s pert t
' ever • 10 minutes, year in and . thousands in seeding clouds woe,
t . sparse results.i year ut: The lightest dew or the.
Wayne C. Palmer at the Wash--- heat st rainfall is 'treasured.
I ington 'Vice. of climatology 1,11The scale and tae collecting
the U. S. Weather' Bureau -says. containers measure water . ron-
e a_ , oas r ug cann ,!Off and the water. the*. has been
aiso even be compared with the grewabserbiel.inte .the soi: They iI'M YOUR NEW measure water.which drains be- i plains drought that affected 2.
low the root zone. Also, measured states'
. from ehe ground and plants by 
this drought has reached . serious - 
Palmer says the area in.Which .STATE FARM i by subtraction is the leo. of seater
l propertions is smaller than the
' . :ease
evaperaotfienwaatnedr %ern, jrnspir•tahtseenp.(laren-t state ed Oklahoma. It is of short
r duratein and not even breaking- leaf pores." Tests f wateri'-- ' -.---- many •-records for the East,. ee
• -1 undergreund -tell- how rnuch ef
AGENT
Leon Peset.e
ei,nrieldnu. of vegan - herellise
piruvide protra tem. foe all pet-
sonal ansurame ee.e.d• I ins, be
▪ ro rot tom
awl° imam •etd .n...-r•no • through
gay Bank Plan Ot perhaps I cep
Sittlx on. work nu$ ennot wafer-tory
protertion fee "Out larro:y end yoii.ri
hoin• I kr Ilre res. ..ktorb I ••
br.ee rime ally tram,1 T•it or We
me moo armour so Melt yew.
4-H'ers Lead the Way to Safety
4-Hers Trained
-in Safety 
INS •
The Near* looks brighter for 'nom pimple bosky*, more 4-H Club wiiimboss
nom wow before, ••• being tra4nist and educated in safety. Participation in
I9S7 national 4-H safety program •n•bles th•rn to in•kir their homes.
.taritir and communities safer places in which to liy• and oorli•
Boys end 941a biihnoon th• ag•s of 10 and 21 throughout the state dire
learning safe practices that will pay d .idends later in life whether they reside
on tho farm or in the city. Conducted by the Cooperatix• Extension Service,
the 4-H safety program has been supported continuoutly sine. 1945 by
G•u•ral 1•10i011.
awards oft•000l to 4-H for superior •ch;•v•ment include dis-
tinctive medals, colles• scholarships. and •ducational trips to Au national
4-H Club Congress bold onsisiolly in Ch;c•go.
For the ear-worm in field
,corn, use four quarts of the DDT
emulsion concentrate per 10 ,gal-
ions of water to make sprays.
If granules are used - they
seem to last much longer than
.-the sprays - use 20 pounds
acre for ground equipment, 25
pounds if airplanes are used.
In sweet corn, the ear.voehi
is controlled by two spray mix-
tures.- One uses DDT plus mineral
oil; the second, a higher dosage
of DDT. ,
Mix 3 ...swans of the 25 per
cent emulsion concentrate (DDT)
with 5 quarter- of mineral oil
and dilute it to 25 gallons of
water. This will handle an acre.
Knapsack sprayers use 4 fluid
ounces of the DDT concentrate
with 64 ounces of mineral oil
In one gall2n of water.grass, stidan grass, millet and
Theoindreaeed DDT dosage Hothers.
5 quarts of DDT (25 per centThe corn program will feature
emulsion concentrate) diluted to1,work on varying fertiliation rates. aoe" gallons of water; this Coversplus new and standard recom- 
one 'acre.mended hybrids and new experie
Dr. P.odiguee, cif .the Universitymental lines.
The sorghum work includes
open-pollinated and hybrid com-
bine grain types. Small grain
variety work also will be dis-
cussed. 4 '
Dr. H. B. Price. executive
assistant to Dean Frank J. Welch
of the College of Agriculture,
will speak on. "Another Look
at Dark Tobacco."
S. J. Lowry, station superin-
tendent, will preside.
HELL
01 ock
drained into the collecting .tanksi
• The period May 1 - August- 1
the vati"I ;*eetAlate will be about the fifth driest ini through.
The lysimeter -fag Aiwa- the _-M0-----years_Ori the areas
d Norfolk, Washington,itnpertance moisture-condensed -:41.1"."Ren
from -'the air - aboet 2 5. tons 
Eta re and Boston, he said.
At -Trenton, N.  J..- and .Prnvi-
' per 'tete." an avetage -summer &nee, R. I., it is the . driest inevening - total• more SO years and-at g po '.• than six Merles in a year. In Aug.
usat. 1951 dew at the station sup- 
about • third' driest. .
! 'peed three times as much moisture s The granddaddy of all Eas•
Coast drouifits was around. Bale --as rainfall.
moo. It began' in the year 1.863The research :sciteter.: using
1-lesemeter tests. found • it is pos.; and laore throigh early 1872
sible to relate lend-management !
......laracliceLtoomoisturi r
and use. • The seientists, said. tr,', Transformer ... -l op a small watershed planted ,
corn. contour farming sicees down , ...(Ccohtirrued from Page One.
the run-oft from..-a rain,. so- the (ions and shock.
soil cairIllte in more water. , An eyewitness teed these 1.1;05
l.aliothee 116-t *on • they a flash. . an explosion. and
4feund that • applyin* -a manure second flash before smoke began
"ilch to. a aerefield after the. pouring' into the station and
fire cultivation eresulted in w opt through air vents to the
three-fold increase -in water streets -above. All the lights on
stored in the topsoil.
The Coshocton records silow
that. of Ohio's 38 inches. ,ef rain-
IT PAYS TO KNOW I fall. 13 inches ordinarily • go' by,
surface run-off or by sii.1 per-YOUR STATE FAIN
eolatil2r. into the itreamflow, andAGENT 45 inches _ go Into tee air- by
etanspiratien Irem soil
LEON POGUE\ and -"
Tucker Building. To prevent ice •cryStale di fro-
zen esinititiChe,- store lieem away
from the sidesand bettorrr- ef the
frateace. 
or 1408
T
ree
S
•
•
the train went out.
The 'accident occurred at ,8:40
a.m, during the height of the
morning rush hour. Forty mingles
later the disabled car Aar been
towed away and normal service
!was , resumed. A number of
buses weri rushed, into service
to. transpert 1etranded workers.
• A '4loornan for the Philadel-
phia Transportatioq Co. saki thf
•fire wis confined' to the under-
side -of the car. At least 10 piece,
of fire apparatus were slashed I ,
, the Amato.  ••
5••••
•-•tt-
ay
•
Reduction Ih
Cotton Acreage
'Seen This Year
•
FRIDAY - AUGUST 2. 1957
Mated only about 13.723,000 acres
of the 14,224,000 in cultivation
eventually would be harvested.
The acreage allotment for cot-
ton this year was 17.585.463 an
increase of 19e,159 acres over
1956. However, about three mil-
lion acres of this allotment were
placed in the soil bank acreage
Farmers have planted all but
about I per .cen 01 ir-Jemll'Ish.
iAlleePeatinelo.4 nearlz, 14,700,000
Although rain.s delayed plant-
ing and caused heavy replanting
in many areas, farmers generally
were able to carry out planting
plans except in Arkansas and
Oklahoma.
. Excessive rains and flood con-
deems caused heavy acreage
abandonment in •Mimource n d
losses were farger tharrus4 in
Tennessee and Arkansas.
Rains generally have been ex-
cessive in the Southeast although
drysUi 5 through x
ed stands on heavy soils in some
WASIIINGTON
farmers had l4,224,000"-acres
Cull  on July.,_ I, _a_egeluee
lion of 15 per cent from last
year. the Agriculture Department
reported.
Although t h e department
makes no cotton production esti-
mates until August, the acreage
report indicated the 1957 output
would be about two million bales
less than the 1956 crop.
. Last year, , farmers produced
13,310,000 bales from 16.833,000
acres in cultivation on July 1.
Yields averaged 409 pounds an
acre.
Assuming an average yield of
400 pounds of lint an acre, the'
harvest would be 11,379,200 bales.
However, the department esti-
- 
Spray For Corn
Insect, Advice
clover, alfalfa, birdsfobt Trefoil,
tall fescue, orchard grass. krome
_
-01AUTIFUL JOAN TAYLOR joins hands with Lex Barker, as
the. Apache chief, while John Celicos, as the Indian medicine
man, Joins them in wedlock in one of the many dramatic and
stirring scenes that add to the suspense-rif-The colorful 'War
Drums," a triiited Artists releale in DeLuxe Cohn. coming Sun-
day'and Monday to the Murray Drive-In Theatre for its Earat
Run in Murray:
- MARKET REPORT -
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
July 30, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1015
Short Fed Steers  $18.00-20.25
Good Quality Fat Steers  21.00-22.00
Baby Beeves  • .  15.00-21.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type  12.00-13.50
Canners and Cutters ...   6.00-11.50
Bulls  16.75 down
VEALS -
Fancy Veal'  22.80
No. 1. Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts  
HOGS -
200 to 250 pounds
ISO to 195 pounds .........
 nisornewt--. .
•
•
  21.25
.  20.25
." 0.411. -.6%•••0.•
a
of Kentucky pointed out that
spray equipment used for both
Insects orf both types qf corn
areas of North Alabama and
South Catolina.
Texas, in contrast with drought
conditions of recent years. start-
ed Its crop with ample to excesa
sive moisture in all arease In
New Mexico, Arizona and Cu:a-
tomize cool weather retarded
early cotton development.
Acreage in cultivation in lead-
cr;tTon stales as es:WI:eared-to
iNtlY aerease eaee year:
North Carolina, 360,000, 457,-
-.14108F,'Betrinti'trnf:r1-'ffiMidelss"
695.000; Georgia, 590.000. 854.000;
Tennessee, 490,000, 558.000; Ala-
bama, 750,000, 1,001,000; Missis-
sippi, 1.400.006,4 .641 ; M ,-
uri, 3)1.000; 373.000; Arkaneas,
1.165.000, 1.405.000.
Loyisiana, 470.000, 586,000; Ok-
lahoma, 600,000, 802,000; Texas,
6.250,000. 7.065.000; New Mexico,
187,000, 189.000; Arizona, 361,1
000, 372.000; California, 730,000,
772,000; Virginia. _13.80o, 15,800e
Florida. 21.000, 34.400; Illinois,
2A00. 3,000;_Kentucky. 4400; -7,
400; Nevada. 2,300. 2,300.
pijIMERS-110111E Owners
LET US
SPRAY'
YOUR HOME,BARN or
BUSINESS HOUSE
• EXCELLENT -WORK
• COMPLETE JOB
Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Aluminum Paint
THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS • WORK CLOTHES
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
KINDEL_ REAVES
lay.. Grey. Highway, Phone 184-W
IT'S PASTEURIZED AT
OVER
200 Degrees TEMPERATURE
FAMINS PR QUALITY
Formerly Mil* Dairy 'Products Company
•
•
•
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